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2012 and the Pyramids at Giza…

by Charles Marcello

I happen to be one of those people who believes nothing is going to happen in 2012. However, in order to prove
that to myself, I have been studying this issue for about four years now.  While studying ancient cultures I
noticed that each of them had a fascination with the planets. The stars are mentioned of course, but not nearly as
much as the planets. So when I saw a video a few years ago talking about Orion’s Belt being the reason why the
Pyramids were built, or at least the Pyramids were built to honor Orion’s Belt… to say I did not believe that was
true would be an understatement.
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I felt if the Pyramids at Giza were built to honor anything
it would be a planet convergence of some kind. So when I started looking at the night sky while using the
FREE online program… Stellarium… my mind was already searching for clues. I wanted to see if there was
anything worth mentioning regarding planet alignments in 2012.  What lead me too… or what helped me find…
the picture below…  I was completely taken aback by what I found. To be completely honest I never in a
millions years would have thought I would actually be able to prove my theory was in fact correct. But I cannot
deny, and I don’t think any honest person can deny… What will happen in the night sky over Giza and how it
seems to mimic the lay out of the Pyramids at Giza, is very interesting indeed… Especially since everyone
already knows the Mayan’s attached great importance to the year 2012… now that makes this discovery even
more interesting and plausible… especially since… the ending and restarting of the Progression of the
Equinox… (The natural wobble of the Earth that finishes a full cycle only once every 26,000 years or so…)

Whether you believe something will happen in 2012 or not, is not important… The fact is that the planetary
alignment matches layout of  Pyramids at Giza on 12.3.12 and this will happen just 18 days before 12.21.12.  …
6 plus 6 plus 6 = 18… Even the most ardent skeptics have to admit, that is one hell’va kawinkadink indeed!!!

http://blog.world-mysteries.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/rb_alnitak_orion.jpg
http://www.stellarium.org/
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Planetary alignment
that will take place Dec 3, 2012  is dead-on alignment with the Pyramids at Giza. Night Sky in Giza, Egypt on

December 3, 2012, local time  … one hour before sunrise compared with the Pyramids at Giza. Image generated
by Starry Night Pro (the same view of the planets can be obtained using any other astronomy program, e.g.

Stellarium.

If you go to this link you will read about this discovery of mine.
http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread519207/pg2#pid7564861 … You will also notice that
picture of Giza was posted by another member of that site… I posted his picture and Dec 3 2012
together… to allow you to decide for yourself. Please take a look at that picture, or if you want to do a
more in-depth analysis (please download Stellarium or use any other similar software, e.g Starry
Night).

Also, it should be noted, that planetary convergence only happens every 2,737 years, and its different for
at least 2 more cycles running the program forward… and doesn’t happen again for over 28,000 YEARS
if you run that program backwards in time…

After watching a video on the net regarding the inner chambers of the great pyramid and how they seem to point
to other stars in the night sky… I decided to see what else the night sky holds/will look like on Dec 3, 2012… I 
believe the evidence absolutely proves that what I discovered explains that the pyramids where built to
honor (or warn about) specific time marked by the planetary convergence…

http://www.stellarium.org/
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Positions of planets can be used as
a perfect clock. Such a clock can mark date in time (in the past and/or in the future) and can be read by

inteligent beings regardless of their language and calendar they use…

The following 3 images are presented here to confirm the “match” of the planets and the pyramids using a
precise triangulation survey instead of a satellite photo (click on each image to enlarge):
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Night Sky in Giza,
Egypt on December 3, 2012, local time  … one hour before sunrise. Image generated by Starry Night Pro.

http://blog.world-mysteries.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/2012_planets_conv.jpg
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Image of the Night
Sky in Giza, Egypt on December 3, 2012, local time  … one hour before sunrise compared with the 1881 survey

drawing of the Pyramids at Giza. The result is perfect match…

If the pyramids where built to honor Orion’s belt, instead of matching a planetary convergence seen only once
every 2737 years, and only matching the Giza layout every fifth cycle… then why are there no other massive
monolithic structures honoring other, more pronounced, constellations throughout Egypt, or the world for that
matter… Every ancient culture seems to be honoring the Planets, with just passing homage to
constellations… Why would the pyramids be different? The answer, they wouldn’t be… and what’s even

http://blog.world-mysteries.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/giza_trangulation_plan.jpg
http://blog.world-mysteries.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/Giza_Trangulation_3pl.jpg
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stranger still… If you take the three sets of three pyramid groups at Giza, and add all of the three’s by two
together… meaning, group 1, group 2, group 3.… add g1 to g2, g2 to g3, and g3 to g1, you get 6 plus 6 plus 6…
18… 18 plus Dec 3, equals Dec 21, 2012…

I have no doubt the Pyramids of
Giza were built to honor an extremely rare planetary convergence. The creation story in the bible was
created to tell that tale, and that, in part, is exactly what the Masons are celebrating. (Though the Pyramids are a
lot older then the books of the bible.) The bad news for the Masons is, the stories they use to enhance the
knowledge within each of its Masonic levels, has nothing to do with god or God, rather, it has everything to do
with the science of our solar system, and planetary interactions… or more correctly, the Sun, Moon and
Earth, the Hiram Key be damned. The stories in the bible, the first five books, has very little to do with
God, more so then they have almost everything to do with extremely advanced ancient knowledge… that
we can only recently understand and prove, that was in fact passed forward for the benefit of all mankind.
The story of Moses and who he was gives great clues on how to re-read the first five books of the bible. The
stories within the Mayan/Aztec cultures gives even more clues on how to understand the stories within the bible.
There is still a lot more information that I firmly believe we will be able to discover throughout the world, and
within other religious texts… that will either, support what I’m about to share with you, or perhaps… give more
extremely ancient knowledge that the survivors (pay attention to that word) desperately felt they needed to pass
forward. I could spend an incredible amount of time walking you through each level of this discovery. Yet I
don’t want to ruin the journey for others. The picture proving the Pyramids at Giza do in fact match the
planetary convergence that will take place one hour before sunrise on Dec 3, 2012 is presented here in order to
get your attention.  I’m going to allow you, YES YOU, the opportunity to learn these truths on your own.
Learn what the Sphinx will be looking at on that day and until Dec 21, 2012. Learn which two planets will be
dancing in the Western Sky just before sunrise in 2012… I will hint you towards the month of August. Learn
which chambers some believe align to what stars/constellations from the Great Pyramid, and then discover
where they will be on Dec 3, 2012 and then on Dec 21, 2012. Some of you will already know the answers, and
you’re welcome. For those of you who don’t… get up off your ass and find out. For those of you who claim
nothing is going to happen in 2012, you may in fact be right. The good news is, you have nothing to fear from
simple people freaking out because of all the hype of 2012. The bad news is… Extremely powerful people
believe in the ignorant stories passed forward by our not so distant ancestors… They deeply believe in the
numbers. They deeply believe in the ancient sacrifices. They deeply believe they are in fact doing g/God’s(s)
work.
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Count 144,000 days after Sept 11, 2001. You now know the amount of time we have left before they
believe they must finish their work.
Count 666 days before Dec 3, 2012 and then find out where your leaders were.
Count June 10, 2011 to Dec 3, 2012. Count June 10 2011 to Feb 4th 2012, compare those numbers to
Dec 3, 2012.
Count how many days separate Feb 4th 2012 from June 10, 2012. Then start running the numbers
and compare them to numerology, Paganist lore, and the Bible. (Notice that is the first time I’ve
capitalized the world bible.)

I have in fact solved the Pyramid Mystery. It cannot be denied any longer… However, I’ve also discovered why
these Paganist must stop. Your mythology is wrong. I truly wish it wasn’t but it is. If what I’ve discovered is
true, you are going to suffer in ways you cannot even imagine… You will not be loved for what you are
planning, you will be despised and hated by the gods…

Compare our planet’s daily numbers to the distance of our Sun.
Compare those numbers to ancient mythology.
Compare the mathematical numbers to the days of the year you honor against those numbers and
our solar system.
Compare 3, 7, 21, 42, 72, 111, etc… against our planetary daily numbers and the mathematical
numbers we know are true regarding our solar system.
Compare them god damnit and open your eyes.

33 = 9 x 3 = 27, not to mention 216 = 6x6x6 … which just happens to equal how many Sun’s you need to
line up side by side to reach the Earth from the Sun. Who ever built those pyramids flew in space,
period!!! [ Editor's Note/Correction: On September 18-19 the distance of the Sun from Earth is approximately
150.336 million km, about 108 times that of the Sun’s diameter (or 216 times of the Sun’s Radius) ]

Dec 3 is exactly 18 days before Dec 21.  18days*24hrs*60min = 25,920. The Progression of the Equinox
takes exactly 25,920 years.

Now learn the cycle of Dec 3, 2012. It only happens once every 2737 years… but only matches the
Pyramids of Giza every 5th cycle. Yet… how many cycle does it take for that convergence to match not
only the Pyramids of Giza, and then compare that to the creation story in the bible and Mason mythology.
You now know why there are 33 levels… however you also learn there must be a 34th… it’s the only way
they could possibly obtain balance in their order… just like you will learn the advanced mathematical,
solaristic, and scientific understanding our truly ancient ancestors had to known of  in order to build the
pyramids the way they did, place them the way they did, and then hide all the information the way they
did.
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The story of Moses becomes even more incredible once you sit down and
understand. All you need is your bible and the information I’ve mentioned above
and you will learn so much. I could spend all day explaining this to you, destroying
any chance you have of discovering all of these truths on your own. And I absolutely
refuse to do so. Yet I know I cannot allow this information to go unknown for to
much longer. It must be known before the end of this year, for so many reasons, if
you study, you will understand completely. Read Captain Morgan’s Book. Read
Your Bible. Read Maurice Cotterell’s book or watch his video’s on youtube. Watch
or read Graham Hancock’s books or watch his youtube videos to understand the
knowledge he and his co-authors have discovered. Then do the math I’ve
mentioned above. Then research the Dec 3, 2012 and how long its been since this
the last time this happened exactly 18 days before the progression of the Equinox. (if
the progression of the equinox happens every 25,920 years, and that planetary
convergence matches the pyramids every fifth cycle or 13,685… But can only be
seen on earth every second cycle how many cycle does it take…) then Re-read the
creation story. Compare the math… (1 day equals 24, 2 days equals 24 times 24, 3
days equals 24 times 24 times 24, etc etc… and then compare the stories you are
told to believe regarding our earth, by both science and religions.) Compare the
math… compare the stories. Compare the science… This is undeniable.
UNDENIABLE!!! Later this year I’ll give you much more… Or for those who are
extremely lazy… read my posts… the answers from beginning to end are there if
you are smart enough to see them… Yet For now, I pass the rest of this journey onto
you.
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I do this to make sure the truth cannot die with me. I do this so as not to ruin or create bias as to how you, YOU,
rediscover these truths on your own. The math is completely undeniable… The truth is so much more
fantastic then you can imagine. And in time all the lies will be exposed and the true solutions will finally save
ourselves from ourselves. The choice is yours… If you decide to begin this journey… All I will say is…

Enjoy the Ride…

Copyright by Charles Marcello

Please check Comments below for additional information

Part 2

Dec 3, 2012 planetary/pyramid convergence has another layer of intensity. Mars. The Red Pyramid (North
Pyramid) mathematically matches the location of Mars in the heavens on Dec 3, 2012 in conjunction with those
other three planets. So that means, four planets and four pyramids matching perfectly… that defies all
accidental logic, or drastically weakens those hip shooting debunkers.
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What they were trying to say with those four planets and pyramids becomes complicated. The Pyramids are a
riddle that I believe I’ve cracked. Its kinda funny, a nobody from nowhere solving such a wonderful mystery
seems totally ridiculous, especially in light of all the stuff I‘ve already done to completely change the world.
Soon however, the whole world will have to decide (or possibly physically learn) if its true or not.

I believe the Pyramids have three different messages intertwined within them… I believe one of the three is
a three dimensional mathematical equation passed forward by our truly ancient ancestors regarding our Solar
System, (the great pyramid), Time (the Second Pyramid) and light (The Third Pyramid.) Still working on the
significance of the Red Pyramid, though I believe I might have solved that as well. The answers are absolutely
unbelievable. It seems completely ridiculous that a civilization existed in our distant past that was more
advanced even then our own. But that is exactly what the math demands. Not only that, it appears the Roman
Catholic Church has known this secret for a very long time. Which explains why the killed all who
“believed”/taught the past differently then what they wanted the world to remember. That truth can be found
hidden within the Gregorian Calendar, and within the Catholic Churches own historical writings… but I’m
getting way ahead of myself.

The Mayan’s restart date begins on Dec 21, 2012. That cannot be denied, though people are coming out of the
woodwork demanding its Oct 28, 2011, Dec 23/24/25, 2012… Or that it actually ended thirteen years ago or so.
What people keep forgetting is Cortez and the Prophesied return of the Aztec God, that happened, to an
eerie degree… exactly as it was prophesied, though not exactly as people believed it would… a lesson Jews
alive right now who don‘t believe in God any more should really study when it comes to the prophetic bones and
their coming future… I would explain that in more detail, but its not time for that. Right now I want to focus on
some of the simple math.

Dec 21 is exactly 18 days away from Dec 3. The Catholic Church is solely responsible for those dates and the
significance of the numbers hidden within. You see if I asked you how many pyramids exist at Giza the quick
answer is 9. 9 plus 3 equals 12, or 12/12/12. However, if I asked you how many sixes you could create from the
Pyramids at Giza the answer changes to 6, 6, 6, when added together equals 18, then when you add 18 to Dec 3
you get Dec 21, 2012. Now lets break down what the Catholic Church did on purpose.

3/12/12 equals 144. All the numbers below equal very biblical and world wide esoteric numbers.
12/12/12 equals 333 or 444.
21/12/12 equals 744.
For those who understand the significance of numerology within mystic belief systems like the Kabala, or the
even darker aspects of esoteric beliefs, those dates and their mathematical importance means a great deal.
Remember, it doesn’t matter if you believe this nonsense, it only matters that you understand extremely
powerful people believe in this nonsense with all their heart, and at the expense of all our souls.

But that’s just the beginning. Because it was completely impossible for those who built those pyramids to
know what kind of Calendar humanity would use when this important solar day happened. They hid their
math inside the equation of the Pyramids… 3, 9 and 18.

3 days*24hours*60minutes equals 4320 * 60seconds equals 259,200
9 days*24hours *60 minutes equals 12,960 * 60 seconds equals 777,600
18days*24hours*60minutes equals 25,920 * 60seconds equals 1,555,200

The question becomes what do all of those numbers mean? Well it depends on how much you know about our
planets physical and humanistic history . You see prior to circa 720 BC, the earth only had 360 days, and
then something happened that added another five days to it. That is simple verifiable truth that existed all
over the world, from the Mayan, Egyptian, to ancient Chinese cultures. There are many more I could mention,
however I keep this list small in my attempt to keep this post short… if you study each of those cultures, search
out what they say happened 2733 years ago. Once you do, the riddle for Mars hidden within the Pyramids
begins to show itself.

4,320 / 360 equals 12 while 259,200 / 360 equals 720.
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12,960 / 360 equals 36 while 777,600 / 360 equals 2160.
25,920 equals 72 while 1,555,200 / 360 equals 4,320

I could walk you through each of these numbers explaining just how wonderful they each are… instead I will
skip ahead and give you the answers so you can search to see if they’re true or not.

25,920 years equals how many years our truly ancient ancestors demanded it took one cycle of the
Progression of the Equinox to complete.
2160 years is how many years it takes for our planet to move from one Constellation into another.
72 equals a mathematical equation for our Sun. (that will be explained at some later date.)
While 720 equals how many earth days it takes Mars to complete one ecliptic cycle around the Sun.
777,600 and 4,320 I’m going to leave for those who understand the next step to prove to themselves just
how much our truly ancient ancestors understood. Its mind boggling.

Even though the information above is interesting, some may say damn interesting… there is so much more… so
much more to be revealed…
If you decide to skip ahead and seek the rest of this riddle on your own… I have three words for you!!!…  
Enjoy The Ride…

–Charles Marcello

Please check Comments below for additional information

Part 3

In my opening post I had said I have spent years researching 2012 and what every culture has to say about it…
even though I’m not fully convinced anything is going to happen, even though I must admit weird stuff is
happening all over the world… what would a 2012 blog be without ancient/modern Paganist numerology.

As I said in my opening post knowing the story of who Moses is, or might have been, and then comparing
Mayans/Aztec science/belief systems gave me great clues as to finding some hidden truth (?) within the bible
and many other belief systems… and maybe these numbers proves extremely powerful people believe in these
ancient teaching/possibly misunderstood numerology.

Trying to solve why the Catholic Church created a new calendar with so many esoteric/Paganist numerology
hidden in plain sight for the year 2012, forced me to try to understand the why.

Dec 3, 2012 equals 3,12, 12, or 144 (when you divide each number by 3).
Dec 12, 2012 equals 12, 12,12 or 333 / 444 (when you divide each number by 4 or 3). .
While Dec 21, 2012 equals 21, 12, 12 or 744 (when you divide each number by 3).

So that’s 144,  333/444,  and 744.

144+744 = 888
144+333 = 477,  and 144+444= 588
333+744= 1077 and 444+744= 1188.
744+144+444= 1332.
While 744+144+333= 1221.

We are told by some researchers that the Mayans calendar is 5125 years long, mathematically I could not get
that to make sense, because of how they venerated Venus’ 13 cycles every 8 years… let alone it did not seem
to match other ancient cultural “numbers”… however if you take the year 5184 years from the 144,000/666 that
is found all over the world the math begins to match up perfectly…
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5184/8= 648

5184 equals 18, 5184/6 864 equals 18… and 648 is exactly 18 short of 666, and 864 minus 666 equald 198 that
also equals 18… While if you add 3+5184 = 5187/13 = 399 (does that mean from 2015 we only have one cycle
left?)

Now comes the Jewish Calendar…(btw I strongly recommend everyone research what will happen in 2011 on
Jewish holidays, by both the Moon/Sun… and then which mystic constellations will honor other Jewish holidays
this year as well… and what ancient legends say about those kinds of mystical symbology… oh and don’t forget
Revelations).. I will hint you towards eclipses and then June 8 and September 28 of 2011.) Now let’s look at
those Jewish numbers

September 28/29 2011/12 equals the start of the Jewish New Year 5772, while 2017/2018 equals 5778.

5772/13= 444
5778 is exactly 222 short of 6000.
While 5772+4 = 5776/8 =722 and 5778/6 = 963 when added together equals 18.

(Mayans/Aztec 2012/15/18 & Jewish 2012/16/18 while the Catholic Calendar equals 2012/15/18.)

But this is just the beginning…

In my opening post I asked you to count 144,000 days after 9/11.

144,000/24 = 6000/360 = 16.666 or 6000/365 = 16.438 …
16.6 or 16.4 + 9/11/2001 equals ?/??/ 2018.
And don’t forget…144,000/360 = 400.

 

And now the Bible/Torah

Genesis Chapter 11
Chapter 11 Overview:  Genesis Chapter 11 is a summary of history from the end of the flood to the
time of Abraham. There are several significant events here. (1) The first attempt to create a one-world
system is attempted by man and aborted by God at Babel. Also the actual cause of the dispersion of
nationalities is found. (2) The continued lineage of the godly seed is noted in tracing the line of Christ
to Abraham. (3) A few details of the life and heritage of Abraham are provided.
11:10 This is the history of the generations of Shem. Shem was one hundred years old, and became the father of
Arpachshad two years after the flood.
11:11 Shem lived after he became the father of Arpachshad five hundred years, and became the father of sons
and daughters.
11:12 Arpachshad lived thirty-five years, and became the father of Shelah.
11:13 Arpachshad lived after he became the father of Shelah four hundred three years, and became the father of
sons and daughters.
11:14 Shelah lived thirty years, and became the father of Eber:
11:15 and Shelah lived after he became the father of Eber four hundred three years, and became the father of
sons and daughters.
11:16 Eber lived thirty-four years, and became the father of Peleg.
11:17 Eber lived after he became the father of Peleg four hundred thirty years, and became the father of sons and
daughters.
11:18 Peleg lived thirty years, and became the father of Reu.
11:19 Peleg lived after he became the father of Reu two hundred nine years, and became the father of sons and
daughters.
11:20 Reu lived thirty-two years, and became the father of Serug.
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11:21 Reu lived after he became the father of Serug two hundred seven years, and became the father of sons and
daughters.
11:22 Serug lived thirty years, and became the father of Nahor.
11:23 Serug lived after he became the father of Nahor two hundred years, and became the father of sons and
daughters.
11:24 Nahor lived twenty-nine years, and became the father of Terah.
11:25 Nahor lived after he became the father of Terah one hundred nineteen years, and became the father of sons
and daughters.
11:26 Terah lived seventy years, and became the father of Abram, Nahor, and Haran.
11:27 Now this is the history of the generations of Terah. Terah became the father of Abram, Nahor, and Haran.
Haran became the father of Lot.
11:28 Haran died before his father Terah in the land of his birth, in Ur of the Chaldees.
11:29 Abram and Nahor took wives. The name of Abram’s wife was Sarai, and the name of Nahor’s wife,
Milcah, the daughter of Haran who was also the father of Iscah.
11:30 Sarai was barren. She had no child.
11:31 Terah took Abram his son, Lot the son of Haran, his son’s son, and Sarai his daughter-in-law, his son
Abram’s wife. They went forth from Ur of the Chaldees, to go into the land of Canaan. They came to Haran, and
lived there.
11:32 The days of Terah were two hundred five years. Terah died in Haran.

Numbers From Genesis Chapter 11

Names Age First
Son (AFS)

Years  Lives 
AFS Age at Death

Shem 100 500 600
Arphaxed 35 403 438
Salah 30 403 433
Eber 34 430 464
Peleg 30 209 239
Reu 32 207 239
Serug 30 200 230
Nahor 29 119 148
Terah 70 135 205
Sub Total 390 2606 2996
W/O
Shem 290 2106 2396

W/O Terah 220 1971 2191
Subtract
Duel/Triple
Ages

300 1800 2518

Subtract Terah/Shem and Duel Date from total age  [ 2996-600-205-239] and you get  1952

Add 666 to 390 and 290 and you will get respectively 1056 and 956
When you add those numbers together you get… 2012!

Why is any of this important? I don’t know, to be honest I struggle with the why, for the simple reason… I don’t
believe in this nonsense… however, the reason we should all pay attention is millions/billions of people, to one
degree or another, around the world do believe in numbers.  I must admit my world view does not allow me to
subscribe to numerology, or esoteric beliefs.  I am working on opening up my mind to the possibilities.  With
that disclaimer out of the way.
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Do those numbers explain why every single religion on our planet is expecting/awaiting their version of a
Messiah to return here in the near future? And if we start paying attention to what our leaders in politics and
businesses are doing… could it explain what these extremely powerful people are up to… or perhaps it will
prove what they know for a fact is happening and/or coming? Even if you’re like me and you reject all those
numbers as misunderstood science… I don’t think anyone can deny we live in incredibly exciting times. Yet
most people have no idea why.

If you understand world prophecy… biblical, Mayans/Aztec,
Egyptian/Vedic/Nordic/Native/Delphi/Shipton/Casey… the question becomes are their prophecies regional
only? Or do they all combine to equal one moment in time? And/Or are the gods who have promised to return
physical or spiritual and only the extremely powerful know the truth?

I honestly don’t know what the truth is, other then I believe its possible, possible, powerful people believe
something is coming… but I sure as hell don’t believe in no physical gods. Yet I realize it ain’t important what I
believe, its only important if we can discover do extremely powerful people believe something IS coming?
BTW, I have my own possible theories yet I have zero intention of discussing what “they” think is/could be
coming.  The internet is alive with those threads/blogs, feel free to take this information with you or create a
thread under the forums area.

My next post will discuss the extreme mathematical and scientific understanding the builders of those
Pyramids did in fact pass forward, and how it could all tie into the numbers above and why our not so distant
ancient ancestors got it all wrong… both spiritually and scientifically.

–Charles Marcello

Please check Comments below for additional information

Part 4

Everyone knows we live within a three dimensional universe, and that time equals the fourth dimension. While
at the same time just about everyone has heard of E=MC2…the thing is, the Pyramids of Giza has both of those
truths intertwined within their legends and their physical makeup.
What is a four sided pyramid? The quick smart-aleck answer is, it’s a four sided pyramid. While the other
answer equals, a four sided pyramid is one sixth of a cube, or a box, or a perhaps the misunderstood science
called a cubit. If that is true… and it is mathematically true… then what are those pyramids trying to say? Well,
Graham Hancock and Robert Duval were able to answer some of those questions… I believe in their quest to be
unique they still wanted to be accepted by mainstream Egyptologists, so they only allowed their uniqueness to
go so far. I on the other hand don’t care if someone calls me a liar, or if someone else is annoyed I used the bible
to make point, or any other derogatory names people can invent. I didn’t start this journey worried about how
others were going to receive the truth. All I demanded was the truth. All I continually search for is the truth.

Read More >>
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1. 2012 and the Old Equator
2. The Self-Aware Universe
3. Missing Pyramid?
4. Mystery of the Great Pyramid missing capstone
5. The Nephilim And The Pyramid Of The Apocalypse
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Ron Willison  1 May 16, 2012 at 8:56 pm

I think you should check out Santos Bonacci’s Work. There is a stunning compatibility between the two. I
believe you may want to give up on the wobble notion. Which in no way will change your numbers. He
postulates along with some pretty old documentation along with modern dopplar theory that our SUN is in
fact a Binary/ Trinary with CIRIUS A and Its companion dwarf B. Just youtube search Santos Bonacci.
Great work! and much thanks. And yes there most certainly is some stuff going on that hidden masters are
keeping from us. Oh and by the way this weekend a very RARE RING OF FIRE ECLIPSE is supposed to
happen as per NASA. How is it that we just now are told about it?

Reply

Mearr  2 May 16, 2012 at 6:37 pm

Have you found anything in your research about the golden ratio?

Reply

Miles McMahon  3 May 16, 2012 at 4:55 pm
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There is a glaring problem in your calculations. You are assuming that the calendar has been consistent
since time/dates starting being recorded, but it has not.

You are forgetting that 11 days were dropped from the calander back on March 21, 1582, which was
actually only March 10, 1582. They moved it 11 days ahead because they did not calculate the actual
length of an Earth Day.

The following is a quote about this:

“The Gregorian calendar modified the Julian calendar’s regular cycle of leap years, years exactly divisible
by four,[6] including all centurial years, as follows:
Every year that is exactly divisible by four is a leap year, except for years that are exactly divisible by 100;
the centurial years that are exactly divisible by 400 are still leap years. For example, the year 1900 is not a
leap year; the year 2000 is a leap year.[7]
In addition to the change in the mean length of the calendar year from 365.25 days (365 days 6 hours) to
365.2425 days (365 days 5 hours 49 minutes 12 seconds), a reduction of 10 minutes 48 seconds per year,
the Gregorian calendar reform also dealt with the accumulated difference between these lengths. Between
AD 325 (when the First Council of Nicaea was held, and the vernal equinox occurred approximately 21
March), and the time of Pope Gregory’s bull in 1582, the vernal equinox had moved backward in the
calendar, until it was occurring on about 11 March, 10 days earlier. The Gregorian calendar therefore
began by skipping 10 calendar days, to restore March 21 as the date of the vernal equinox.”

Calander and dates are man made. The notion of Dec 21, 2012 is a farce. We make the dates, the cosmos
can care less about us.

Reply

Nangba9  4 May 16, 2012 at 3:55 pm

Dear Charles,

I am VERY interested in what you are writing. THANK YOU!!! I have yet to research all the links and
read everything.

I am curious what your opinions and exploration of ancient Hindu wisdom, like the ancient Palm Leaf
Books, background on the SaptaRishis like Bruga Maharshi, and the links to the planets, ancient spiritual
knowledge, etc? Have you made any links here yet? There is much knowledge to make the bridge. For
instance, there are Yantras, which when experienced in 3D, might align somehow with the Pyramids and
Planetary alignments approaching 3Dec2012. Also, have you seen or heard anything relating to the real
birth date being 2Dec not 25Dec, does this signify anything to you? How does that align with 3Dec, other
than the day after?

I will keep reading and trying to figure out what you are saying between the lines and posts. Intuitively I
know, just playing ketchup…. as is present tense humanity. In the mean time, please tell me more, like a
little bird waiting in the nest.

For the Highest Consciousness,
Nangba9

Reply

Cheyenne Stringfellow Watts  5 May 16, 2012 at 6:10 am
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I was totally floored when I accidentally came upon your site this morning because I have had many of the
same findings and drawn many of the same conclusions that you have drawn. I have been studying ancient
cultures, texts and history for years. I had come to the conclusion that I was a freak of nature who just did
not fit into the mindset of the people today but it is affirming to find someone else who ‘sees’ what I see.
Thank you

Reply

Charles Marcello  6 May 15, 2012 at 3:00 am

Sometime within the next 60 days I plan on posting more proof that our truly ancient ancestors were more
advanced than we are currently.  That they had  worldwide communications, and that they wanted future
generations to pay close attention and to look for a specific planetary alignment that our time refers to as
December 3, 2012.  The deep esoteric numerology associated with that date, purposely created by the
Catholic Church I might add, forced me to try and understand why.  The death of Rik Clay a young man
who stumbled onto something powerful, helped me to discover leaders from around the world and
throughout time… chose to purposely hide this date right in front of our faces.  Now it was, and still is,
my hope that people from around the world would have discovered these hidden secrets within the clues
I’ve left in my first two blogs.  I want this to be a worldwide discovery where people from all over the
world find pieces of these mathematical and structural clues our very ancient ancestors and our Great great
great great grandfather’s left behind.  Sometime in our not so distant past it was decided to keep this truth
from us.  So now I will give you more direct clues for you to find these hidden secrets for yourself if you
so choose.

There are at least three cities that have December 3, 2012 hidden within their physical makeups/designs…
Washington D.C., London and the Vatican.  In Washington D.C. compare December 3, 2012 to the
placement of the White House, the Washington Monument and the Jefferson Monument.  Once you
understand… finding the other two should not be that difficult.

There are at least two other Giza like setups in our world… maybe one of you will find the fourth… the
other two we know of are in China and Mexico… do they point to December 3, 2012 as well? If you want
more or a clue please watch this video;

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8_PL5_4FOSE

In my other blog ‘Secrets of the Giza Pyramids’, you find a diagram showing measurements… if you add
them together with 666 you get;

440+418+356+280+666=2160. The exact number of years it takes our earth to wobble into another zodiac
sign.

After researching this for years, and waiting over a year for someone to solve the simple secrets left
behind in my blogs… I keep seeing people stepping over a dollar to pick up a dime because its shiny. 6,6,6
is needed throughout the pyramids to see what is being revealed. So too in the number zero(s) and 3, 6, &
9. The 25,920 progression of the equinox, and the 27,370 year cycle… and the number of years that
separates them can be found in the numbers above plus other solar system mathematics… plus many more
modern truths. All you need is Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division. It truly is that simple.
You simply need to know what the science says and how the numbers apply in order to see.

I sincerely hope at least one of you searches the clues above to see if this is a truth so shocking it must be
real. If you find these answers please present them here and claim the credit. Once all of these answers are
revealed perhaps then society will ask ALL Religious, Political and Financial Leaders of this world… Just
who hell do you people think you are? And what in the hell ever made you think you deserve to know

http://blog.world-mysteries.com/science/2012-and-the-pyramids-at-giza/?replytocom=7052#respond
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8_PL5_4FOSE
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these truths yet we the people who make this planet work do not? Or not, perhaps being a dismissed slaves
is all you feel your worth. Whatever you decide, to seek these answers or bury your head in the sand… the
choice is yours… so too is all the blame! Either way as always…. Enjoy the Ride!

–Charles Marcello

Reply

Cleopatra1786  7 May 10, 2012 at 9:51 pm

What planets or alignments will the sphinx be facing December 3,2012 and 12,21,12? Also what happened
to the crystal that was the apex point of the great pyramid and what do you think it was used for?
Thank you for your information

Reply

Susan Teixeira  8 April 21, 2012 at 9:06 pm

Hi Charlie and friends! I’ve been wondering why I haven’t been able to contact anyone from those
involved with the mathematical studies of Mars and the rest of our solar system! I have sent so many fact
based articles that have gone un answered! You would have to be a blind man and not see the correlations
between who I claim to be and what I know if you were involved! It turns out to be the same motive that
moves men… $$$$$$$! Have a look see at this web page! It is all mine and I share my toys… Revelation:
Take freely from the waters of life (hydro-gen)! This is also the reason our space program is now a
complete secret appearing absent!
Enjoy the greed!
http://arch.designcommunity.com/viewtopic.php?f=9&t=23019
If the web page should suddenly not appear… fear not! I print screened it for you! X O X O Chris T.
Kring(el)

Reply

Susan Teixeira  9 April 13, 2012 at 1:39 pm

Hello all! I wanted to let you all know something unique…. Fear not!
XPIETOE is the monogram of Christ right? (look it up)
It stands for… X (spatial crossing) pi(3.14159) “e” to “e” (mathematical constants)
Have a look at the “Message of Cydonia” (Mars) It has been a weird 13 months for me! My 41st birthday
5/21/11  ! Email address with the story above is still valid!

Reply

Susan Teixeira  10 April 16, 2012 at 11:54 pm

Have you ever noticed that it mentions 12, 12 times in revelation which 12×12=144 the number of
the saved! It is is a part of the Fibonacci sequence which also means Pi (3.14159)! I ask that you
look into shared geometry, especially squaring the circle and tetrahedral n-space hyper-dimensions!
Things that make you go hmm? In considering the “one hour before dawn alignment”…
… as a thief, and thou shalt not know what hour I will come upon thee” (Rev. …. In that great and
terrible day let us be found in Christ, not having our own …

http://blog.world-mysteries.com/science/2012-and-the-pyramids-at-giza/?replytocom=7033#respond
http://blog.world-mysteries.com/science/2012-and-the-pyramids-at-giza/?replytocom=6994#respond
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I had sent many of you my experience that began on Mars. Charles has been reviewing to publish it
but lets just say I have “insider” information! This is going to be the best holiday season ever! There
is nothing to fear!

Reply

Susan Teixeira  11 April 17, 2012 at 9:57 am

My story:
I have something that I want to share with the whole world. It is the most fantastic story you
have ever heard and as of yet I have one person who sort of believes me as he has gone
through much of the imagery and read the previous written experience. There is no easy way
to get people to understand what began to happen with me a little more than 13 months ago
and what I have learned because of it! It would be easier for me if I didn’t try to share this as
it has complicated my life in ways you can’t image but there is no way I can keep this to
myself because it is important. I write this to serve as two reasons, the first being an apology
and the second is to share an excitement I didn’t know until this all began for me.
March 0f 2011 I began to research images of Mars from all associated agencies including
Google Mars (Google Earth option). I found so many anomalous images that I began to
wonder if there were Billions being spent to take the pictures that nobody looked at.
There are images of the area on Mars called Cydonia; the area of the legendary “face on
Mars” taken by the Voyager in 1976. Individuals like Richard C. Hoagland have done
mathematical measurements with this area and find there are many constants such as
pi(3.14159) phi, “e” and “e”. I invite you to look up the “Message of Cydonia” yourself to
confirm what I am saying! Anyway it seems that all the calculations being done they missed
what was to “see” in regard to the image itself! I can provide images that show the center of
the cluster contains a small letter “a”. Slightly up and right you have a formation that looks
like the omega sign ! I am the alpha and omega… the first and the last! The lowest formation
also depicts the symbol that according to James Cameron’s documentary “The lost Tomb of
Jesus” was the first Christian symbol! (As I’ve stated, I have many images that I will share
upon request and will leave contact information in closing).
There was a day that I was examining an image of Cydonia at a higher altitude when suddenly
my image appeared on my computer screen between the omega symbol and the other
formation that has a pyramid quality. It floated up and to the right into an area which also
contains a small pyramid that temporarily turned into a big heart! Unlike most politicians I
have done my share of “inhaling” and many other experiments I however was not altered in
any way during this experience. After this visualization It than felt as if something flashed
into my left eye! I began to have an “energizing swirling” sensation that was all over my body
and not unpleasant! After that I began to see things everywhere and not just viewing Mars.
Most of what I saw were combinations of letters and number that when I “Googled” all
revolved around the topics of phonetics, mathematics, and religion; not just one religion but
them all going back to the most ancient as in Sumerian and Mayan.
XPIETOE is the monogram of Christ right? It stands for x(spatial crossing) pi(3.14159) “e” to
“e” as in mathematical constants. Please read “the Message of Cydonia”! One late evening
driving home I had an eerie feeling of being watched by the moon of all things. I don’t know
why I took a few pictures when I arrived at my destination because I saw nothing but the
moon. Two days later I zoomed in on the images and this is what I and many other can see.
Let me assure you that there is no photo shop. It is zoomed cropped and brightened only (I
have the original memory chip)! Unfortunately I can’t post any images in this venue!
When I printed this picture on an 8×10 glossy I was looking at it and below the images
appeared… “See us Sue”! It than faded into a capital U with a two dot diacritic above, the all
seeing eye sign, and the number 5! I knew I wasn’t delusional so I began a quest to figure out
“what was happening to me”! When I initially Googled a capital “u” the first query was Luke

http://blog.world-mysteries.com/science/2012-and-the-pyramids-at-giza/?replytocom=6821#respond
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8:10: To you I speak in parables so that others May see and not see, hear and not understand!
The all “seeing eye” has an extensive religious history. The number 5 eventually led me to the
Greek alphabet and not just the numerical value but the associated symbology!
5=”e”=epsilon!
After a year of doing nothing but research trying to find a viable way that I could prove what I
was saying in hopes not limited to obtaining the “James Randi Award” (one million dollars to
anyone who can prove something paranormal). This would have stabilize the downward spiral
my life had been consistently on for some time, yet I didn’t know what it was all trying to tell
me until many months later. Although I continue to require financial assistance along with
many in my immediate surrounding this is so much more important than that! (I couldn’t get
them to even listen to me anyway)!
What I can demonstrate utilizing all “words” that contain identifiable character (not limited to
English) utilizing the Greek alphabet both phonetically and mathematically is how it all points
to me! I can also show “why” in regard to the confusion due to so many religions with
altering beliefs; there is a common thread. I can show the inconsistencies related to “loving”
and “benevolent” with the state of the world!
“In the beginning was the word and the word was with god, and the word was (denotes past
tense) God… The same was in the “beginning” with god!
First you must consider the nature of duality. We all have a tendency for good but also have
our bad day’s right? Nothing that is “conscious” is altruistic all of the time. You have to also
consider “measurability” … How would you understand pleasure if you didn’t know pain?
How would you understand peace without war? How would you know love without hate?
Without the opposite in negates the other!
What this prior atheist has to say is that there is only one God! If you believe God as all
knowing than how do you explain Satan? He knew he was creating an enemy? I contend that
Satan and God are two sides of the same coin! The world has been deceived with a purpose…
Those things I stated above. Additionally it assists in imagination (who doesn’t like a good
action adventure thriller)? It assisted with diversity (you don’t go to Greece for the best slice
of apple pie). How does God take away the sins of the world easy… There is a deterministic
nature to our current existence (The Plan), we were deceived on purpose to create unique and
individual “you”! All the good and bad that you are you were made to be! There is another
aspect of sin (sine) which is geometrical in nature. It is where all who have passed await in
another dimension! Death was for the benefit of experiencing pain and loss to those who
remain. There is no surreal nature to where all who have lived currently reside. God was one
“hell” of a teacher. We were given the examples of “what not to do”! We also know what feels
good. Once the day to day struggles are removed as well as the fear of death; you were always
born immortal, all that is left is knowing how to love an appreciate others… and most
importantly since the rod wasn’t spared it is time to “spoil the kids”! Permanent Vacation with
the ability to control matter and energy yourself! You don’t think God would settle for
companions without the same qualities do you? If so than why is there no available thrown in
existence now? Would I have real friends to speak no, but plenty of ass kissing slaves…
would you want people to be nice to you because they had to be?
I felt guilt out of an inescapable necessity. I also wanted to fit in just like everyone else! I
lived as a human being unaware of who I was until just prior to my 41st birthday 5/21/11 (see
planetary alignment and Harold Camping)! I provided myself with a “rude” awakening and
all the scary stuff in the religious text was for me only! There is no apocalypse it is Epoch! I
continue to be just as human as everyone else but left myself a “trail of breadcrumbs” so to
speak. I have no recall! My birthday as stated is in May look up “an” (Mayan) ancient
Sumerian goddess. It starts there!
ANDONOMINI is another saying attributed to religion… It should be read like this “An” do
no mini!
The ancient Epic of creation “The Enuma Elish” speaks of the Marduk the Bull (shit) God
“who ordained the year and fixed three stars! Also from the Bible… on the third day “A” rose
again…
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Have a look at the 12/3/12 Alignment with Giza and Orion’s belt… also the galactic
alignment 12/21/12. My birthday is 0n the 21st, my name Susan in Greek is equal to 521, my
initials S.T. are 21 and from march of 2011 to December 2012 will be 21 months!
Believe me or not! I know it is difficult because I am the “deceiver” and the lie has stuck! I
want you to know that I am a fun and loving hedonist at heart and look forward to playing the
only role I ever wanted to be… Chris T. Kring (el)! Please don’t be afraid the “here after”
literally means here! The transformation that will take place will come as a sort of down load
and an “energizing swirl” of your own! It is going to tickle “a lot”! LOL! But the instruction
manual is provided! I hope all have learned the lessons I tried hard to provide! Wait until you
see what is under the Christmas tree this year!  Love to you all! Remember what feels good
and what doesn’t! The only true sin you can commit yourself are the things that keep you
awake at night! One commandment always served and it is your choice to follow (along with
the ramifications if you choose not) “DO UNTO OTHERS WHAT YOU WOULD WANT
DONE TO YOU! There is no sin in any activity between those able to consent when done for
love or purely entertainment! Nobody has the right to tell another how to love either! Also if
you decide to create yourself remember the lessons I taught you! Grandmother will always be
available for advice but I look forward to “sugaring” the kids up and sending them back to the
parents! He he! In December you will obtain the thing you never really had… free will! Use it
wisely and with Love! Sue
teixeirasusan@yahoo.com

Reply

Susan Teixeira  12 April 18, 2012 at 2:26 pm

Attention Richard C. Hoagland and David Wilcock! You are both corredt in many ways and I grow
tired of trying to reach you through the web pages you have set up! You truly don’\t pay attention to
where it matters! Mr. Hoagland read your damn email! David God and Satan are one in the same
when you consider the duality thar exists in all conscious beings! I grow tired of attempting to reach
you directly as you have gotten to big for your britches… yet part of a plan! You will see the
changes you seek between 12/3/12 and 12/21/12! I would like to be angry with you but you are no
less part of the pre-script(ure)! See you then goof balls! Sus ante “i” “x” “I” “Ra”…. Don’t ever say
I didn’t try to tell the truth! Education is over… See you in December!

Reply

Charles Marcello  13 March 30, 2012 at 3:57 pm

Hello Steve,

I’m not sure you completely understand just how much energy it would take to stop the Earth, let alone the
Sun. If a force entered this solar system strong enough to stop the Sun we would never know it, we’d all
be dead in an instant… even if it’s the Earth that some how stopped, the splash effect, let alone the magma
beneath our feet would go nucking futs, and there aint no mark or building created by man that would save
anyone… no matter how worthy they seem to think they are.

I’m not worried about the universe causing destruction because there ain’t nothing we can do to stop it…
Death is our destiny, pretending it aint our only redemption I find laughable. The only thing I fear is the
continued insane stupidity of man! The definition for insanity is doing the same thing over and over and
over expecting different results. Mankind is still making the same mistakes our ancestors made 50, 200 ,
1000, 2000, 6000 plus years ago… our continued stupidity it etched in stone and in steel… if we don’t
stop this madness we are doomed. Maybe if the universe does send something to kick our ass, it will equal
nothing short of universal kindness by putting us out of our misery.

mailto:teixeirasusan@yahoo.com
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When I seriously began to research 2012 I decided to ignore all universal outside threats and focus on us
and the gods… which I then broke down into 4 categories.
1) pure denial. (ie. its all BS)
2) the god(s) that all cultures alive and dead whose doctrine or myth promised to return are spiritual gods.
3) those gods are physical gods (now referred to as Aliens).
and 4) humanity from the dawn of creation to present day is and has been nothing short of bat shit crazy
and we always kill ourselves.

What I didn’t expect is how my new understanding, (briefly discussed under my other blog: ‘The New
Garden of Eden’… quickly found to the right ), could help save us from all three possible outcomes in my
list. Let alone depending on how you want to read history or prophecy almost all our ancient texts can fall
into all four categories.

Take number 3, if you flew in space right now and you found out them crazy ass earthlings are one more
invention away from joining the galactic neighborhood, would you… A) declare once they get up here
they’ll calm down… no need to worry they’ll out grow killing everything they don’t understand or fear…
let alone they will always ask politely for things they want. or B) would you call another galactic meeting
declaring… those crazy murdering humans have done it again, they can accomplish anything they set their
minds too, except when it comes to that one universal law of how to treat others… so let us go back down
there and confuse their language once again before they come up here and ruin our neighborhood just like
they’ve always ruined their children’s.

Which would you choose, and what would it take for you to find us worthy?

For me the answer sure as hell aint gonna be found by doing the same stupid insane things over and over
again. You want something to fear people, I mean truly fear, fear the fact that there is nothing unique about
any of us or our actions. Over 6 thousand years of recorded history and we haven’t learned one damn thing
worth passing on. Except the fact that our children will be able to kill each other more efficiently. Yeah for
us…ptth!

If for some reason the spiritual or physical gods are real, and they’ve decided to come down here and kick
our ass, I for one can’t claim we as a species haven’t earned it. Yet if they don’t I guarantee we are insane
and wicked enough right now to push the button. Some idiot, spiritual or physical (human or not) will
decide they must destroy the world in order to save it… somehow that stupidity made sense to our
ancestors, and now we all feel something big is coming and right soon.

Well my money is on mankind, we are our greatest threat in 2012 just like we’ve always been, and will
continue to be until we wake up or die because of our continued insanity.

–Charles Marcello

Reply

Charles Marcello  14 April 7, 2012 at 6:48 pm

Someone I know asked me for one example of our continued insanity that I figured might as well
share it here to put a face to what i mean.

Hillary Clinton

In her early twenties, (her college years), she protested and ragged against old men sending young
boys and girls to die foe their selfish political wants and desires. Today as an old person, ans
Secretary of State, if she isn’t kackeling about the murder of Qaddafi… she is demanding Congress
give her and the President more power to send our youth to kill and die for her own selfish wants
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and desires. Somewhere between her youth and today she got sick with the insanity bug. She has
become everything she once hated. Just as the old men she ragged against did… and if we don’t
stop the madness, so to will our children.

Here is a link to a video everyone over the age of 35 should realize that to used to be us…

http://m.youtube.com/#/watch?v=TQmz6Rbpnu0

–Charles. Marcello

Reply

Steve  15 March 29, 2012 at 5:13 pm

This November 13-14 the will be a total solar eclipse over Cairnes, Australia. I think this date is more
important than the 12-21 date. As you know many are speculating that the reason they stopped the
calendar was because there would be the stoppage of time itself, however I do not think it will occur on
12-21. Rather I have predicted that when the moon eclipses the sun on Nov 13-14 they both will stop
moving and because the heat of the sun will be stationary, it will cause the earth to burn much like holding
a magnifying glass over an object for a long period of time. The shadow of the eclipse(umbra, penumbra)
will be a haven for people of world to congregate to. (Australia). I think that 12-21 date is merely where
the ancients wanted to finish out the calendar year which ended on the winter solstice. See my wesite for
details. http://www.missteribabylonestar.com (Christ II)

Reply

Charles Marcello  16 March 27, 2012 at 1:29 pm

Hello Dennis,

My answer would be to remind you our ancestors said it took Mars 720 days (or two complete earth years)
for one transit around our star. or perhaps… I can’t
believe I’m actually going to say this out loud, I was positive one of you would’ve done this by now…

Grab a compass and put the point dead center of the great pyramid … place the pencil dead center on any
of the six outside pyramids and make a circle, then
again and again until all of the three major pyramids have made six circles each…. then have the three
great pyramids circle themselves… now stack all of your circles, the smaller ones to the inside, the larger
ones to the outside… what if anything do you see?
Does it match anything we know today? Does your answer exist inside those circles? Is there more then
one answer?

Enjoy The Ride…

Reply

Dennis  17 March 26, 2012 at 11:13 pm

You have stated The Mayas calculations where incorrect. Now the rotation of planet Venus has slowed
down what is your opinion?

Not sure if my last post went thru. I’m very curious of your opinion on this matter.
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Reply

Dennis  18 March 26, 2012 at 11:03 pm

Very interested in your writings I came across
Where you mentioned the Maya’s math was incorrect
For Venus’s rotaion, BUT! Now that Venus’s rotation has slowed down
I am very interested in your equations now. Thank you for answering
So many of my questions tonight as I read this.

Reply

gods vaccum cleaner watcher  19 March 17, 2012 at 8:47 pm

as a young child my grandmother whoe i only met twice in my whole life ,who lived til i was 33,told me
to look at the past to see the future,nothing you see is what it seems,believe only nwhat you know yourself
to be true til you see it for your self,andgave me a bvox of books and medallions and crytals snt to me
upon her death. i have spent my whole life since i was 6 years old reading about egypts pyramids and
other things like this around the world.i think that the pyramids are the key to finding out what we used to
know and maybe a key to what we may know in the future.she said to my mother i was the only
grandchild with a mind like hers .she spent her whole life studying pyramids too.seriously thats all she
ever did like a obsession.she even abandoned her own childern at a young age to do this til she died at 78
years old. so your ideas arent really just yours but a culmination of people like her and the peoples work
youve studied to get to the conclusions you have. cool to think that objects as big as the pyramids all
around the world are still not able to be figured out completely. keep up the good work and if you must
hold on tightly to your knowledge or you could be like my grandma and share it for free cause time is
running out for us be your thoughts and some people are unable to access all the materials u say we need
to to get your point. so as we get close to the end of the year just share it on thanks giving thats close to
dec3 right

Reply

salem  20 March 6, 2012 at 12:35 am

There is a similar lineup of 1/12/2071 devastating thing will not happen in 2012

Reply

Charles Marcello  21 March 6, 2012 at 1:47 pm

I just looked hoping you were correct, and no there isn’t, or perhaps I should ask… what planetary
convergence are you referring to that is similar?

–Charles Marcello

Reply

Susan Teixeira  22 March 12, 2012 at 10:12 pm
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HTGNUjxgYpk
Thought this would be up your alley! I can’t believe your flat out refusal to respond! LMAO!
You ought to get a kick out of this! My dad had a saying… When the truth isn’t what we’d
like a lie becomes preferable but… the truth is still the truth! Between 3 and 21 you will know
me very well! Have no fear just a little naughty but very nice! No Bogey Man exist just
“Tigger”… I’m the only one! Ah, but all now have a lasting appreciation that is not usual to
those born with privilege! So Charlie, what are you going to do with the Golden Ticket? Love
from your Fairy GODmother!

Reply

jason apoyan  23 March 3, 2012 at 5:20 am

Hi there again giza researchers just still do believe the allignments are to be admired with regards to 11 11
it could possible that was a coding for the earth grid which should be respected regardless of religion or
race have faith that this info promotes a better understanding of our origins.

Reply

Susan Teixeira  24 February 26, 2012 at 10:17 am

Hello all, ATTENTION CHARLES MARCELLO! Mr. Marcello, My name is (as stated) Sue and I have
something I would love to share with you! Approximately late March of 2011 I had some time to research
things of interest which led to my own personal “rovering” through the Mars images from various
agencies including “Google Mars”. I found something that seems to have gone unnoticed by all others! I
have been trying to reach Richard C. Hoagland along with others who initially were involved with the
investigations into Cydonia without luck. I have also contacted NASA, The White House, and various
individuals in the educational and scientific fields. I have yet to receive a response from anyone! I have
some beautiful and enlightening images along with one hell of a story to tell and I have a large document
that I can’t share without a regular email address to send them too!… While everyone was busy with the
mathematical aspect of the monuments of Cydonia they missed the fact that the other stone structures in
formation with the face have symbols on them! They are symbols that are clear enough to be understood
by anyone regardless of what language they speak! There is a small letter “a”, the “Omega sign”, and the
symbol as depicted as the first christian symbol in James Cameron’s documentary “The Lost Tomb of
Jesus”! (Any individual interested in seeing the many odd images and read of the events of the past year
surrounding them email me teixeirasusan@yahoo.com and label subject as interested party). I look
forward to hearing from you! Truth is stranger than fiction!

Reply

Susan Teixeira  25 February 29, 2012 at 10:01 am

Hello all, Thanks to all of you who displayed an interested in what has been going on in my life for
a year! I realize that it strains credibility and like you I was once an individual who believed in
nothing but scientific fact! I thought anyone from any religious faith needed a reality check! I want
to be sure that you (who’ve read) understand something… I continue to be an individual who
doesn’t subscribed to one specific faith! Being an atheist in the past who always had an interest in
science especially cosmology and astronomy has allowed me what an individual brought up in the
Bible belt wouldn’t be capable of and that is the science behind the something that wanted there to
be an “us”; a conscious being that didn’t want to be alone! I can’t say with any certainty the
specifics of the changes this year will bring for me or anyone else but I can say that I believe it has
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much to do with the individual I have been for the first 41 years of my life. That being said there is
nothing to fear from me and I promise with everything I am that it will be nothing less than
spectacular! AKA Heaven on Earth! Fun Fun Fun… 1st thing on the agenda… by by central banks!

 Believe or not! But I have a feeling it won’t matter in the end! Always and forever the fun and
loving Sue!

Reply

DBT  26 February 23, 2012 at 4:09 pm

I just want to say that you guys are on to something and it is a amazing. I have only to a fascination in this
over the last week I cannot believe the narrow minded governments who still refuse to open their eyes and
their mind. They still teach us all that the Egyptians built the pyramids as tombs when there is no proof
what so ever.
Sadly most of the numbers you have used in this have gone over my head as i do not see where they have
came from i will need to expand my knowledge of the bible but I have spent way to long tonight trying to
make sense of it all.
I’m going to keep researching and I will understand this all thank you for opening my eyes.
I do not know what will happen in December but I know 100% something will happen and I’m going to
be prepared

Reply

Charles Marcello  27 February 12, 2012 at 7:48 am

I’ve been debating if I should even post these three pictures. Today I’ve made up my mind to post the
links, and then allow you to determine if either of these links have anything to do with the information
provided in my opening blog, and subsequent post. Here are those links.

Orions Belt in infrared:

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/image/0504/orion_iras_big.jpg

(if you overlay the pictures within this blog to that picture, do they match?)

NASA’s Old Orion Patch:

http://www.thespacestore.com/orprpa.html

(Does this patch show both Orions Belt and the three planet alignment, in your opinion?)

NASA’s new Orion Patch:

http://www.thespacestore.com/coprpa.html

(Do you see three planets instead of three cresent moons? Is there a date hidden behind those
planets/moons?)

————————-

Those are questions I’m currently asking myself, and have been for some time. No other Giza alignment
theory is as precise as the Dec 3, 2012 alignment. As you seek the answers to the above questions, while
looking at those pictures, what does it all mean? Let alone there has been no mention of this alignment by
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any BIG named news sources, on radio or on their Internet sites, promoting or warning about 2012.
Maybe they haven’t heard or read this yet, you’re probably thinking. What if you found out they’ve been
sent this information three times over the last two and half years… what if you discovered even
mainstream media knows of this alignment, and still they’ve all said nothing… names you would all
recognise… what could that mean? Perhaps they all think it equals nothing more then just a weird
kawinkadink. I know I do sometimes… That’s prolly the answer. Forget I even mentioned it, its not like
you have the right to make up your own mind…

–Charles Marcello

Reply

Tantratek  28 February 25, 2012 at 6:32 am

Hi again Charles. i am continuing to look at and into your findings, probing with my own mental
resources. I see the three planets that align in December this year, we know are Mercury, Venus and
Saturn. These planets are known to govern the dynamic functioning of the mind, such as thought
and communication (that’s Mercury), Love and Values (that’s Venus), and finally Law and Order
(that’s Saturn). Now on Dec 3rd i see that our beloved Sun is on the ankle of Ophichus the Healer. I
wonder if this Healer brings healing to the world in these three things: to the world’s mental
faculties, the world’s values, and the world’s systems of law and justice.
Something else i wish to share, which i has only just clicked with me and needs furthing digging
and delving, is that Aquarius is ruled by Saturn, so is Capricorn ruled by Saturn. Therefore the next
two Ages (starting soon with the Age of Aquarius) will be ruled by Saturn, the Law-Giver and
Champion of Order. Saturn is held in high esteem by the Jewish people, those who await a just and
righteous ruler. Venus (Jesus) the Morning Star (the middle of the three crosses on the hill) was the
bread that was broken (He gave the bread dipped in wine to His favourite disciple, Judas). Now
2000 years later, of the three crosses on the hill, the third one is raised higher: Saturn. (picture the
three planets in the sky lined up as three crosses on a hill). Now Jesus is coming again (i say this
symbolically, but i am personally feeling its reality more and more) but this time as Saturn (not
Venus). So He should still be the Champion of these three planets (thought and comunication, love,
and Law), but His emphasis now more on Law rather than Love: bringing an “enforced” peace to
the world. As He is now Saturn, he may appear more Satanic.
Ophichus the Healer returns again. What kind of healing does the World Healer bring this time,
what serpents will he remove from us?
…and the Wheel turns on…

Reply

Tantratek  29 February 25, 2012 at 7:03 am

Dear Caleb, i’d particularly like a comment from you on what i’ve written 
Yours
Josh xx

Reply

Tantratek  30 February 25, 2012 at 7:14 am
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p.s: i think this individual who comes to reign is ELECTED. He is the Chosen One in
that he is chosen by a “significant few” (a Freemason no doubt, who is recognised as
righteous enough to at least be a figure-head/representative for this Most High Ideal).
Just as the “Chosen People” are such because THEY HAVE CHOSEN THEMSELVES
and thus take on the yoke of all that entails i.e: being righteous and conquering the
World for the righteous to live in. in the same way, anyone who CHOOSES
THEMSELVES to be worthy and challenges THEMSELVES to be righteous, are
considered and ranked with the Chosen People.

Reply

Tantratek  31 February 25, 2012 at 7:26 am

If we are quick, and allow these three planets to be exhalted within us (let the highest law be
written in us and be a messenger of that law, which of course is love), then we may not need
an elected one chosen to rule us because we will all be co-rulers of the Earth, as we rule
ourselves. This may not be possible as i fucked things up a few years ago when i opened the
time-door on the Age of Aquarius. I nearly made us all time-warp to the Age of Capricorn but
i messed up (again). Sorry folks. Now we have to have TWO Ages ruled by Saturn. But we
will achieve amazing things in the next 2000 years. One thing we will do is restore the
pyramids to their former glory (like we always do at this point on the Great Wheel) so that’ll
be nice. In this Age, the most important symbol is the breaking and sharing of your bread. The
bread of your body, the bread of your mind and the bread of your heart. Break them and share
them. This is your service. The Healer of Nations is a Master Baker! He will renew you again
and again. xXx

Reply

Tantratek  32 February 9, 2012 at 1:31 am

Two points: one is i notice that my computer program Star Chart doesn’t show precession of the
equinoxes, for example; if i cycle back to “Jesus’s birth”, spring equinox has not moved back to between
Aries and Pisces but remains between Pisces and Aquarius. Maybe this is just due to the simplicity of the
program i’m using! The second point of interest is about Lucifer the Carrier of Light. On the 3/6/2012
Mercury Venus and the Sun make a nice three-in-a-row pattern (perhaps not quite a pyramid alignment!),
then three days later on 6/6/2012, Venus appears to eclipse the Sun and then on the 18/6/2012, the Sun is
held up high in Orion’s hand. I wonder if Orion is the Light-bearer? If the stars and planets of 2012 tell a
story, then midday of the Summer Solstice is Lucifer at his highest and brightest, high in the heavens of
God. From that moment he “falls to Earth” and by sunrise on winter solstice he has hit the horizon and is
being “buried”. This may explain the confusion/conflicting stories between Jesus-dude and Lucifer-dude
and Venus-dude, Lucifer falling to Earth after being “cast out of Heaven” is the same as Jesus “coming to
Earth” and dying. Its the same as Osiris came to Earth to teach the Egyptians.
Now, the biggest question for me is, is it all astrological stories/myths, or is there a physical
counterpart/embodiment/reflection of this within the soul collective of humans. As Above, So Below: how
deep does this phrase go?

Reply

Caleb  33 February 8, 2012 at 11:12 pm

Your work is excellent and truthful. Yes, December of 2012 begins a new time cycle in human history- I
know a fair amount about this subject but since you already figured out much then maybe I’ll just add a
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little info.

The cycle that is ending is the real reign of Satan ( a celestial being-not a fallen angel)-this being has been
in power on this planet for many thousands of years. The history of this is very complex and I cannot
possibly write it all here- but basically this evil empire that has been running this world for thousands of
years is going to come to an end- the people who are running the world now are the descendants of those
folks who came out of Egypt and spred all over the world. However, there are 2 factions of Israelites
fighting each other for world dominance. So it’s divinely poetic that the biblical story that began in Egypt
should also end there with the pyramid alignment.

The 2 fighting factions of Israelites are- the sons of Esau ( satanists) and the Sons of Jacob ( most of
whom follow the real God-but not all). In any case there is going to be a great battle between the 12
remaining tribes of Israelites. The real Israelites were the descendants of the Adamic people who built
Sumeria, and they also built the Primary world Pyramids…including the ‘activation-alignment’ pyramid at
Giza. The Giza pyramid is built on top of a spiritual energy vortex and this vortex is tied into a spiritual
energy grid that covers the planet and is being used by the nefarious factions of Edomites (sons of Esau).

The primary energy circuits of this planet were cut off about 200,000 years ago by the angelic energy
controllers…and they will not be restore them until after the battle of armageddon and the real Moshaich (
messiah) is revealed. The Satanic bloodline of Edomites are taking over the world in an attempt to destroy
the sons of Jacob (adamites). The sons of Jacob are the rightful spiritual rulers of this planet- and the real
Messiah will be a descendant of the Adamic Israelite Jacobites….NOT Prince William. William is a
Satanic Edomite- an IMPOSTER.

There will be 2 Adamic-Israelite kings coming soon to Jerusalem- the first one will be the false messiah (
what Christians call the Antichrist), and the second king who will come will be the Jacobite King of
Adamic Israelites. The Rulers of this world are preparing for the ‘Great Royal Battle’ and the coming of
the real Moshiach ben David.
The false Messiah will ascend the Temple mount and do some very nasty things which will be televised
globally via satellite. The false Messiah will atempt to destroy the real Adamic Messiah….the real
Messiah will be accompanied by the Lord of this universe sector whose name is Michael. Michael is a
celestial being that is the direct ‘Son’ of the primal Deity ( God the father). Michael has ‘supernatural
powers’ of energy manipulation which are infinitely far beyond human science- and thankfully he will
destroy the Edomite False Messiah and install the reign of the real Moshiach ben David. At that time the
energy controllers will re-engage the spiritual energy circuits which are related to the pyramids.

Cheers and Good luck!
Sincerely,
Caleb Romanov

Reply

Caleb  34 February 8, 2012 at 11:24 pm

also the pyramids serve as spiritual energy focalization points that serve a particular ( but
unrevealed) purpose. This energy is not electro-magnetic or physical energy so ordinarily it cannot
be recognized by scientific instruments.

This spiritual energy is particularly needed by the people who carry the adamic DNA to slow their
aging process so they can live for very long periods of time-longer than ordinary humans. The ages
of people in the Bible are real- the original Adamites have DNA which is different than ordinary
human DNA and they can use these energy circuits to slow their aging and restore depleted spiritual
energy. Ordinary human DNA does not respond very well to these circuits- the evil Edomites are
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attempting to use these circuits to retard aging and enhance their psychic powers. People who carry
Adamic DNA do actually have more advanced brains than ordinary humans- and through this DNA
they have real psychic ability. In fact the Jacobites and Edomites are also fighting a war on a
psychic plane that most humans do not know even exists….hope this info helps.

Reply

blackflag  35 February 19, 2012 at 10:55 am

Dear Mr Caleb,
sincerely, after reading your comment here, my intuition just “screamed”  telling me to get
in touch with you … like you have some piece of the puzzle, that i really need.
I hope this is ok with you. How can i contact you? I searched your name on Facebook but you
cannot be that 8 year old boy i guess… ( unless a very very genius 8 y.o.!!)
Excuse me for my poor english..i m italian..and. hope to hear soon from you, thanks
BF

Reply

Tantratek  36 February 9, 2012 at 12:13 pm

Caleb i love what you have written. After Michael Jackson died (bare with me on this one!) i saw
him in the constellation of Orion, or rather as the constellation of Orion, dancing thru the night sky.
It was the most incredible and powerful and beautiful thing i have ever witnessed. Although Western
Tropical astrology says he was a Virgo, by Eastern Sidereal astrology the Sun was directly over the
Heart-Star, Regulus in Leo when he was born. A true King of Hearts! I have also discovered that i
am not a Leo but actually Cancerian in this true-positioning astrology, which is a relief for me as my
heart has softened in its release from having to be a lion, and i can see the true King! (please still
bare with me on this!). Now this year, winter solstice, Osiris/Orion is “buried” in the Earth on the
western horizon just before dawn, and at sunrise the New Sun is born (Horus, the Son of Osiris).
The New Sun of the New Age is thus the Heart of Michael!
Ever heard the theory that Jesus was black? 

Reply

Tantratek  37 February 9, 2012 at 12:28 pm

Michael’s energy, in his voice, in his words, in his movements, definitely awakened
something in my DNA. He touched me, he touched my mind. How much was he fought
against? How much was his Message attacked, and yet how many millions of hearts did he
still reach? His sparkling socks! Aquarius rules the ankles anatomically, as Leo rules the
heart. I may sound mad, thats cool by me, i don’t mind, because i know what i saw, and now i
see even more. Maybe, perhaps just maybe, the magic of the One True God isn’t that he
intends to set up a throne of gold on the Earth for him or his representative to sit, but to
establish his throne in the internal city of the human heart. Or maybe it will be both, a greater
magic perhaps, a living spirit within us, AND a physical representation/embodiment of that
spirit. But surely an invisible God on an invisible throne within each man is safer than any
building of stone to house one man?

Reply
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Charles Marcello  38 February 9, 2012 at 5:53 pm

Not to.be rude, more of a joke really… I was trying to remember where I knew that
name, tantratek, when I remembered, I was gonna ask if your name is from the dmt
clan… I guess I don’t have to ask that now. LOL

To be completely honest, I don’t know how to respond to you or Caleb, except, many
people believe many things. Even though I admit I’m prolly living in purposeful
denial… I was positive nothing of any importance would happen on the fourth of this
month, well I was wrong… the evidence is demanding there is a group of people that
are playing with this world. However if I’m beginning to understand, and I’m not
saying I am, 2012 does NOT equal the end of this game… if the evidence can be
believed, it is simply the end of the beginning.

Before Feb 4th, I was holding onto the belief we here in the western world have no real
immediate enemies, so we have to invent dangers… The longer we can push that
unknown danger into the future the better. However, now I’m like, what the hell! This
game is going to end badly for those involved, they have to know this… But then again,
it all depends on the interpretation.

Like the dates you mentioned for this coming June. To try and see what they might
mean, I would suggest you read Exodus and the book of Judges. Simply remove all
mention of god and wrath. Try to see the story beneath the story… that has been
changed over the centuries because its meaning lost meaning to our not so distant
ancient ancestors. When I can give this the time it deserves, I will present a new
interpretation of a story in the bible we all know. It completely changed the whole
context of the bible for me. Yet for now this is all I have the time for.

–Charles Marcello

Reply

Tantratek  39 February 10, 2012 at 4:56 am

Nothing to do with DMT! never tried it and never will. Its a tag i use as a
signiture to my artwork. Looking forward to your new interpretation of the bible.

Tantratek  40 February 10, 2012 at 8:24 am

p.s: my real name is Joshua. Funny that Joshua and Caleb should be discussing
these things! Hehe 

Tantratek  41 February 8, 2012 at 6:35 am

So Charles, are you going to Egypt for 3rd December?! I’d love to meet u there and share a budweiser!
I’ve been looking at all the beautiful visuals of the sky on my iphone app “Star Chart”. I notice that
Orion/Osiris is buried beneath the earth in the western sky as his son Horus the Sun rises in the East (with
the three gifts of the three kings above him). Also i spotted Orion’s faithful companion, Sirius the dog
(Canis Major), sitting perfectly on the horizon, very obedient and watchful as his master dies (reminiscent
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of Anubis. Is the sphinx actually a dog?). I also looked at highnoon on June 18th and saw a victorious
Orion high in the heavens holding the Sun above him like a torch. To his right i saw Taurus the Bull with
two eyes, Alderbaran and Venus…and a crescent moon on her forehead! Lovely stuff. So… Cairo for a
cup of tea and see the new King be born?!

Reply

Charles Marcello  42 February 8, 2012 at 9:25 am

(finally!)

Hello Tantratek,

Nothing is real unless someone else sees without being told or shown everything…. Thank You for
stating so publicly! Your short statement suggests you not only see, you understand as well. I’m still
not convinced this is actually happening, yet time will reveal all.

Regarding Egypt and Dec 3 to the 24, that depends on the world… these next few months should
answer that question. If the answer is positive I would love to meet you and toast to humanities
future.

–Charles Marcello

Reply

Jason apoyan  43 January 25, 2012 at 1:47 am

Security stand by 11 egypts 11 monuments under fascist laws dont forget what happened to the buddhas in
afghanistan.

Reply

jaymes mcmillan  44 January 22, 2012 at 6:58 pm

That poem makes no sense. But Ron does. Good job. Perfect sense.

Reply

jaymes mcmillan  45 January 22, 2012 at 6:54 pm

That poem makes no sense. But Ron does in comment 51. Good job. Perfect sense.

Reply

Sheridan  46 January 16, 2012 at 12:58 pm

I am sorry if my writting style is not as eloquent as the rest of the posters but I feel impelled to put upmy
theory as to what the pyrimids are for. The complex at Giza was a beacon to launch into space. The
interior construction looks like it was a special cauldron to combine certain ingredients in the chambers
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and get a reaction that would transport whomever or whatever was laying in the tomb would be
transported somewhere else.
I also understand that most of the posters here believe 3 2012 is the date and that some of you are impelled
to reveal your knowledge here on this site time is running out for us. But as much as we like to predict
things we must remember for everything thayt we think we know there are more questions created. God
(science, love and nature) wil not let us down at the end. He promised us.
As for the Pyrimids arround the world were nothing more than practice for the big one at Giza or men
trying to duplicate the process that they saw happen. As it was in Babel when we got scattered arround
after trying to repeat the construction. The transpotee took all the masons and built these transporters used
them took all the knowledge with them and left us dirt scratchers here to wonder about it until kingdom
come. We’ll nver figure out what they were doing exactly. We have to create our own magic. Which is
what I think a lot of you philosophers are doing here and now.

Reply

Charles Marcello  47 December 31, 2011 at 6:31 pm

Hello Jason,

It would appear you are beginning to understand the physical attributes that can be found just below the
surface… or, you have access to interesting people or information. My hope was people would unlock the
spiritual truths first, but such is life. If you are unlocking the physical, you are about to have one heck of a
journey… Enjoy The Ride!

To the person just below you, I have no intention of hiding the fact every culture on this planet used to
sacrifice human beings for religious reasons. (If you want to read an excellent book on this subject I would
recommend ‘The Golden Bough’ by sir James Frazer, you can find it and research every point/aspect for
free online.) Nor do I feel the need to talk about the number 666 and how its viewed all around the
world… like, some cultures and religions that are still active today see the number 666 as good luck
and/or the number of God. Contrary to popular American and Christian belief, the world does not revolve
around our perception of reality. Regarding Aliester Crowly… thanks for making me laugh. This
information reminds you of a sex/drug addicted satanist who called himself the beast… who tricked
himself and others into believing he could manipulate people and physical matter with his mind. Very
funny indeed. Though I must admit every modern road in the esoteric world seems to lead towards, or
begin with Crowly, Blavatsky or John Day. Each tragic lives that seem more of a beacon of what not to
do… but then again the established worldwide beliefs are almost no better in my opinion.

–Charles Marcello

Reply

Jason apoyan  48 December 31, 2011 at 12:30 am

Heavens reflection stays proud due too more understanding of the nature of our complexes for just guess
how much time and work goes into such may be purpose is yet unknown however this can only harbour
the christ inclined.

Reply

Jason apoyan  49 December 18, 2011 at 2:55 am
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For sure having patents on advanced tracking devices shows security.

Reply

Jason apoyan  50 December 16, 2011 at 4:26 am

CONVERGENCE CORRECT CALENDER GIZA STAR GRID

Reply

Bbig Ffish  51 December 1, 2011 at 2:06 pm

Very interesting but how can you help people get past the 666 number belonging to Satan ! Also how do
you let slide that the Egyptians and Mayan and Aztec etc. all used innocent people alot of them baby’s and
Virgins ,plunging to take their hearts out while they are still alive while their hearts are still beating
?.Please don’t tell us that History is wrong about that. You sound like the Alistair Crowley type to me .

Reply

Charles Marcello  52 November 5, 2011 at 11:56 pm

Thats.. “The good news for YOU guys,”

I only pretend to be a sexist on TV.

Reply

Charles Marcello  53 November 5, 2011 at 11:48 pm

Hello Matt,

If you’re asking if I believe that is what our truly ancient ancestors were trying to pass forward, no I don’t.
Do I believe past present and future can be symbolized by a square, triangle, and a circle…
Absolutely! Thank you for turning me on to this concept, I will attempt to purchase that person’s book.
Below is one of the secrets I believe our truly ancient ancestors were trying to pass forward… In our
reality we are told we only use 10 to 18 percent of our brain power every moment, and that we ignore 90
to 99% of the information our eyes actually sees. What if the exercise below can reduce what we ignore
down to 70%, while increasing our brain power/usage to 30 or even 40 percent per moment? How
drastically would that change our world? The only way to find out is to begin…

The Exercise….

Grab a chair and place it 4 feet from any bare wall. (A white wall seems to work best.). As you sit in the
chair facing the wall, try and focus on the space just in front of you. Try to narrow your focus to a cubic
centimeter. After you see the first cubic centimeter of space, then try to see the space in front of the first
and so on and so forth until you reach the wall. It is important that you really focus, and not attempt to see
everything at once. You crawl before you take baby steps… For those who want run and use Shaman style
glasses, you seriously want sober people around you. I won’t tell anyone what they’ll see because I want
everyone to experience their own awakening… without any preconceived concepts… I’ve never used….
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As I looked through Jacobs Ladder, and the first time it happened to me it was frightening, now when it
happens I enjoy the ride… Yet before I go to the next world I will put on those goggles. It really is
important you focus and stay patient. It will happen, and once you see our reality in little cubic forums that
stretch all the way to the wall… You are now ready to get up and see our reality, our true reality for the
first time. If you’re not a patient person don’t even begin… I tried it because the math said it was there…
Good news for guys, I can tell you it truly is there, you can see the volume of space that separates, (or
connects), everything. If you’re willing to focus.

If you decide you want to see… As always…

Enjoy The Ride…

–Charles Marcello

Reply

matt  54 November 5, 2011 at 2:20 pm

Hello Charles,

I train in a martial art called Aikido. The founder of the art also used the circle, triangle and square in his
teachings. Please see the link provided and scroll down to the symbol
please let me know your thoughts.

http://www.tsubakishrine.com/aikido/index.html

Reply

Charles Marcello  55 November 3, 2011 at 5:55 am

Perhaps its because this information has led me to so many revelations, I believe people can see things as
clearly as I can. All they needed was the basics to get started I thought. I’ve been waiting for someone else
to notice everything mentioned above is pointing to a birth… To a story Christians know very well… and
sadly will learn, its a horrible lie the Catholic Church murdered over 100 million people to keep secret,
and destroyed all of South American wisdom to hide the evil that is the Catholic Churchs secret. Those
three planets are the three wise men. Let’s hope the gifts will equal the colors these three planets will look
like in the morning sky on December 3 2012. The virgin birth was stolen from Egypt’s mythology. Who in
fact misunderstood the story past forward by the survivors of the last great planetary upheaval. The one
catastrophe I’ve never worried about is a pole shift, because that story was told by people all across the
world and nothing happened… ie… The Sun rose and set twice in the same day, some 2733 years ago…
or… Did the Catholic Church create the Gregorian Calendar to hide the fact that that past event actually
happened 2737 years ago, and right on schedule as the Pyramids of Giza and the Mayan/Aztec calendars
demands? To know that answer you need to understand the history of why our calendar was created in the
first place… And why America and Europe is hell bent on tricking the middle east into rebuilding the new
and improved Roman Empire… Look at the territory owned by old Rome and where America and NATO
are about to bomb next.

I would prefer everyone completely disagree with what I’ve just said… Never mind if you compare the
buildup to Dec 25 2012 while using the old Jewish lunar calendar… Or the fact the Mayans/Aztecs
worshiped the death of the old sun, and then waited three days for the birth of the new… Never mind if
you ignore all the differences of all the world wide religious beliefs and focus on their similarities they all
say the same thing. Never mind the Catholic Church created the bible in its own image after its own pagan
beliefs, while murdering the truth about our true salvation. Never mind cities across the world have Dec 3,
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2012 hidden within there landscape or statues… Including Washington DC and mission patch after
mission patch in NASA… Never mind the fact in short order another 9/11 event must happen so we all
give our freedoms away. Never mind the fact we’ve all been tricked into looking outside ourselves for
salvation, when the truth has existed inside us the whole time.

In Genesis, the garden of Eden… What did the snake do wrong? Why did God use the snake in Exodus,
who he just cursed for being possessed by Satan in Genesis, as one half of the signs Moses used to prove
to the Hebrews he was sent by God? Never mind the hidden hand, or the god of the bible is not the God of
the dead… That’s seems kind of odd. In Jewish belief/tradition… You get your lineage from your father
and your religion from the mother… Yet how could Jesus be from the house of David as prophecy
demands if Joseph did not know Mary until after Jesus was born? How can he be from the house of David
and be born from a virgin? If Judas is the son of perdition for doing what prophecy commanded, and then
for doing what god had ordained, it would be better he was never born. Then why is God writing the
names of all twelve apostles on his wall? If homosexuality is a sin how come two men will be sleeping in
the same bed and one will be taken and the other left behind in the last days? Who is the only person
stabbed with a sword the whole world knows of and yet lived? Why are we told to beware of that person?
Why is Satan and Jesus both called the morning star? If there is to be no idol worship, then why is there a
book we must hold above all else? If there shall be no gods before him in the old, then why is Jesus in the
way in the new? Why are our bodies the temple of God yet unclean before God. If God is a wrathful,
hateful, jealous God… Why is Satan alive yet you and I are held to such a low standard if we are the apple
of god’s eye? And finally, how come if you study the religions of the world both past and present… That
the god of the bible never has an original idea, except when it comes to prophecy? Would you be surprised
to know the bible tells us so? And it is the bible and the church it is warning us to come out of… I would
prefer you dismiss everything I’ve said, as you try to answer every question asked above.

–Charles Marcello

Reply

Jason Mills  56 October 27, 2011 at 9:52 am

You do realize that by putting this out in the open, all you’re going to do is create more hysteria, right? It’s
just going to make people more paranoid than they already are. So what if this happens? Nothing we can
do to prevent any of it.

Reply

mike sprague  57 October 17, 2011 at 11:24 pm

Very interesting on the line up of the planets, plus mars, that means that on that day Dec.3 they will be
nicely lined up in the eastern sky just before sunrise.
They will also be in the costellation of Leo right where the falsely headed Spinx is looking. Now we have
all those planets plus the earth on one side of the Sun on the 5th cycle of the precession of the
constelations, that’s alot of gravitational pull on the face of the Sun. The Mayans also were very interested
in the passage of time tracing back many thousands of years and they also state that we are in the 5th Sun
(5th cycle ?) and that it will end in fire from the sky, now have a look at the calender stone that is now in a
Museum, look at the sun’s face it has it’s tongue sticking out. Science tells us that we are about to enter a
new 11yr cycle of solar activity and the Sun has been unusualy quiet for some time. Allright if the Sun
emits a large plasma ejection at the earth we will receive a very large dose of radiation which will knock
out the Van Allen belt which protects life on earth. So tongue sticking out – plasma storm – 5th sun-cycle
– gravitational effect of planets – fire from the sky, they have been warning us, nothing going to happen
— be prepared Best wishes Mike
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Reply

Shelby  58 October 16, 2011 at 7:42 am

Zacharia Sitchen’s work translating the Sumarian Records is most revealing…his first book “The Twelfth
Planet” opens a new world of understanding to any who reads it.
On the History Channel is a series called “Ancient Aliens” they show all the discoveries around the world
and how they are all connected. Each civilization
having the same information, recording it in their history, folk lores, and amazingly how Mythologies are
stories of Cosmology.
The Ancients had accurate knowledge of the Solar System, the Sumarians listed the planets we know
today!!!! Uranus and Pluto were only discovered in the 20th century….How is it that they were so far
advanced over us??? When you know the truth it is simple to understand.

Reply

Crescencia Leon Medhurst  59 October 15, 2011 at 1:08 pm

Dear Sir,
I read your theory with great interest. Pay no attention to people who write negative comments about how
you perceive your truth. I once read on an ancient stone: (MY translation):The development of world
knowledge happens at different stages. If you are a philosopher and you present the truth before the
population is ready, you may be killed,// be mistaken for a clown// or worse. The idea being until the
world is ready to accept a new idea, invention or truth, philosophers are plowing the sea.
My only question regarding your theory is: you apply TIME as we know it. I think if I were an ancient
teacher, I would use TIME in the context of a SUNDIAL geometry. I would apply the measurements not
of a culture or a measure but one of comparison based on the smallest demotive Egyptian point. There
would be no latitude or longitudinal degrees in my argument until a universal symbol of comparison was
established. It is obviously true that planets and stars are continuously changing. My argument would be
based on a point (which I would align) on the circumference of the sun. (Maybe at a sun or lunar eclipse!)
I would use a Pythagorean configuration between the sun, moon and earth, to draw a map of planets to the
earth’s solar system or beyond. As Leonardo da Vinci wrote: We have to know what star the ship is sailing
by.

Reply

HELEN PARKS  60 October 15, 2011 at 3:09 am

It makes it so difficult trying to print a quatrein and have the “explanations” in set so it is easier to
understand only to have it appear as it has above…
So I will just print the disguised line here without the “explanations”

5 32 2 Est abondant, sa ruine s’approche

Is abundant, its ruin approaches

IN COPPER (Mercury) ISHTAR (Venus) SATURN (the date)
SATAN CHOSE URANITES

PAPERS REED, SET
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AS BOON – U CHORE

BEATS BOAST PROP
N ABANDON ~ STAR RUIN

Prophecise BEASTS ~ End Approaches

Reply

HELEN PARKS  61 October 15, 2011 at 3:02 am

5 32 2 Est abondant, sa ruine s’approche
Is abundant, its ruin approaches
IN COPPER (Mercury) ISHTAR (Venus) SATURN
SATAN CHOSE URANITES
URANITES: of the heavens
PAPERS REED, SET
PAPERS: Sunday SET: Easter REED: Oct 28 – Nov 24
AS BOON – U CHORE
AS is god of the aettir. U means Uranite: heavenly.
CHORE: Golden Host doing.
BOON could be the Ascension
BEATS BOAST PROP
N ABANDON ~ STAR RUIN
STAR RUIN: the worst case scenario of the poles shifting
N are the Eridanians.
Prophecise BEASTS ~ End Approaches

Reply

JASON APOYAN  62 October 12, 2011 at 6:12 am

Whom may concern please do not missunderstand the order seems sealed the above connections are there
thanks for the advice and reverand a valuable gift for me. Give to the complexes a twinkle of thought then
watch the stars play your tune as done in heaven you each have a home now.

Reply

JASON APOYAN  63 October 7, 2011 at 8:26 am

Boundaries iam not jesus double or satans experiment the signs are clear.

Reply

Alex  64 September 18, 2011 at 11:33 am

This is an excellent comment. One small clarification – the difference between sidereal and tropical year is
over 20 minutes (not “seconds”) per year (0.014d is over 20 min). Nevertheless, the rest of the post is is
correct.
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A sidereal year is the time taken by the Earth to orbit the Sun once with respect to the fixed stars. It was
equal to 365.256363004 days at noon 1 January 2000 (J2000.0). This is 20 minutes and 24.5128s longer
than the mean tropical year at J2000.0 which was 365.2421897 days (the length of time that the Sun takes
to return to the same position in the cycle of seasons, as seen from Earth; for example, the time from
vernal equinox to vernal equinox, or from summer solstice to summer solstice.)

Reply

korealinchen  65 September 18, 2011 at 2:21 am

Sidereal Year = 365.2563411 days
Tropical Year = 365.2422497 days
The differences between these two derived periods and the values currently put forth by astronomers
involve only matters of seconds per year, a discrepancy which should not be considered too important
over such a long period of time. Even our own modern years have occasional atomic “leap seconds”
inserted into them for greater accuracy of measurement.
Because the difference between these two derived values for the Sidereal and Tropical Years is equal to
365.25 divided by 25,920; and because the difference between 9,467,444.325 days and 9,467,079.1125
days is precisely 365.250000 days, we can therefore conclude, just as the Egyptian astronomers told us
with the Great Pyramid, that the correct average length of one Earth Year over a period of one cycle of the
Precession of the Equinoxes is unequivocally and exactly 365.25 days!
According to the Egyptians, this exact year of 365.25 days coincided with the Star Sirius or “Sothis”, as
they referred to it. They used this star to calculate the exact start of each new year, so as not to get out of
synch with the Precession of the Equinoxes. The Egyptian Sothis Period, as it was called, supposedly
lasted for 1,461 years. What is the significance of this number?
First of all and most obviously, 1,461 is the number of days in 4 full years if the Pyramid Year of exactly
365.25 days is used. 365.25 X 4 = 1,461 (and 1,461 ÷ 3 = 487).
Secondly and more importantly, 1,461 is a reference to a cycle of years. As such, it must somehow be
reconciled with the Precession Cycle of 25,920 years. But the number 25,920 is not evenly divisible by
1,461. The nearest, closest number than can be evenly divided into 25,920 is 1,440.
25,920 ÷ 1,440 = 18
1,461 – 1,440 = 21
18 X 1,461 = 26,298
26,298 – 25,920 = 378 excess years (or 18 X 21)
However, one orbit by the Planet Earth around the Sun requires 360°, as well as 365.25 axial rotations.
Four years equal four orbits. 4 orbits X 360° = 1,440°
Significantly, the difference between the number of axial rotations in 4 years and the number of orbital
degrees in 4 orbits is 21, which is also the difference between the Egyptian Sothis Period and the nearest
equivalent number of years that can be reconciled with Precession.
Therein lies the exlusive key to the Egyptian Sothis Period.
4 years = 1,461 axial rotations
4 orbits = 1,440 degrees
Eventually, after the passage of a number of years, enough increments of 21 days will accumulate in
excess of the number of degrees to, in effect, create the possibility for a “statistical adjustment” of the
cycle to reflect the fact that the number of days in a given even cycle of years would exactly total the
number of degrees in a given even cycle of orbits. Such a point in Time and Space would theoretically
allow the calendar to be modified to show exactly 360 days per year, as the Egyptians and Sumerians once
recorded, and as Dr. Velikovsky has so ably discussed in Part II of Worlds In Collision.
365.25 – 360 = 5.25 days
5.25 X 72 years = 378 days
378 – 360 = 18
72 years X 365.25 days = 26,298 days
72 orbits X 360° = 25,920°
26,298 – 25,920 = 378
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After the passage of 72 years of 365.25 days each, or after the passage of 72 orbits of 360° each, enough
days would have accumulated in excess of 72 X 360 to allow the calendar to be modified to show the
passage of 73 “Orbit-Years” of 360 days each, plus 18 extra days. And keep in mind that, as was stated
above, 72 Earth Years are required for the Precession of the Equinoxes to “precede” by one degree. Then,
after the passage of 20 such periods of 73 Orbit-Years, an additional 360 days would have further
accumulated, requiring that an additional Orbit-Year be added at the end of the twentieth cycle.
360 ÷ 18 = 20
73 X 20 = 1,460
1,440 years X 365.25 days = 525,960 days
1,461 orbits X 360° = 525,960°
20(72 X 365.25) = 20(73 X 360) + (20 X 18), or 525,960 = 525,960
1,440 X 365.25 = (1,460 X 360) + 360
1,440 X 365.25 = 1,461 X 360!
If we were to refer to the Precession of the Equinoxes as “One Galactic Hour”, then 1 Galactic Hour
would contain 18 Egyptian Sothis Periods of Orbit-Years. By the end of 1 Galactic Hour there would be a
total statistical correction by Orbit-Years (“systemic leap years”, so to speak) to reflect the numerical
difference between 26,298 orbits of 360° each and 25,920 years of 365.25 days each.
25,920 years X 365.25 days = 9,467,280 days
26,298 orbits X 360° = 9,467,280°
25,920 years = 26,298 orbits
378 = 360 + 18
1,461 – 1,440 = 20 + 1
(20 + 1) X 18 = 378
378 + 25,920 = 26,298
Square Root of 378 = 19.4422222222
And, 19.442222 ÷ 4 = 4.860555!
The Square Root of the numerical difference between 26,298 orbits and 25,920 years is 19.4422222222, a
number that is in direct sequence with the excess amount of Galactic or Cosmic Precession in 25, 920
years, which is 1.944°. This can be shown as follows:
The annual movement of the Precession of the Equinoxes involves a rate of Zodiac passage of exactly
50.27″ per year. One complete 360° movement is equivalent to a movement of 1,296,000 seconds.
360° X 60′ X 60″ = 1,296,000 seconds
1,296,000″ ÷ 50.27″ = 25,780.783 years
If we now multiply an annual rate of Precession of 50.27″ by 25,920 years, we get a movement by the
Planet Earth of 361.944° in 25,920 years.
At first glance, this excess movement of 1.944° would seem to invalidate the earlier calculations involving
the Egyptian Sothis Period – but don’t forget the numerical similarity of 1.944° with 19.4422222222, the
Square Root of the excess within the Sothis Period. Therefore, it is the conclusion here that just as the
Earth itself has to “precede” by 50.27″ every 1 Earth Year, so also does this entire Solar System have to
“precede” with respect to the Cosmos by 1.944° every 1 Galactic Hour. Eventually, just as with the Sothis
Period, this excess Cosmic Precession which occurs at the end of every Galactic Hour would total an
additional even 360°.

The number 19.4422222222 points to the birthdate of YAHWEH, Brian Leonard Golightly Marshall
(Branch Lion of Judah Galilea Marshill) (11th of January 1944) and the key of David (Isaiah 22,22), the
root of Jesse. The Giza pyramid is the altar to Yahweh in the midst of Egypt (Isaiah 19,19). Channah YT
korealinchen

Reply

Interested  66 September 13, 2011 at 12:54 pm

Beyond Coincidence:
That the planets line up with the pyramids on any date. That the pyramids were built at the geographic
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center of the planet. That the pyramids mirror the belt stars of Orion.
Could you look into the possibility of there being a connection (clue) to these 3 facts? Especially between
the algining stars and where the belt stars will be at that moment in time or something along those lines. I
don’t necessarily agree with all that you say and don’t understand all of it but I commend you on doing
some great work here. I would like to see you contact Robert Bauval(sp? the man who discovered the belt
star connection) or Graham Hancock on this and see what they think. Thanks for this interesting article.

Reply

Charles Marcello  67 September 4, 2011 at 2:42 am

Hello Chele and Mike,

Thank you both for your kind comments, I’m not attempting to be rude or disrespectful. I have zero
intention of walking anyone through all the esoteric aspects of this discovery and just how deep this all
goes. If anyone is confused as to the significance of any of those numbers… whether separately or
combined… I strongly suggest they begin their own journey there. Simply Google, “the historical/esoteric
meaning of 144 or, 333, 777, 888 etc, etc”. There are many meanings to each that span time and cultures
throughout the world. If I give only one meaning to fit one aspect of this discovery, someone will
inevitably demand this discovery should be ignored for those other (not used) meanings they want you to
focus. Or someone will show up with their fundamentalist beliefs and demand these numbers equal
whatever their religious bent demands they equal… let alone all those people who hate anything
religious… yet all of this information is religious in nature…. though not a religion the vast majority of
our planet openly practices anymore. Not to mention, if I take people down this road, this information will
be used by those who want the world to believe we’re all gonna die sometime between now and Dec 2012
from godly or universal forces hell bent on killing us all. While I keep trying to explain, the greatest threat
man has ever faced and continues to face is man. Now if people can prove they’re researching this
information I’m all about having a conversation.

–Charles Marcello

Reply

chele  68 August 16, 2011 at 9:16 pm

Greetings Charles,
Your article is fascinating, but I too am lost with the mathematics and the references as Mike above me
mentioned, (tho I didn’t stop reading!). Mathematics, even simple form, have always given me great
difficulty, and many of your references don’t make sense, so I stand little to no chance here. That saddens
me, but I will not give up, so please, a little help?
Regards,
Chele

Reply

Mike  69 August 15, 2011 at 6:06 pm

Charles, when you write please understand you are speaking to people who have been trained in Western
arithmetic. You seemingly plucking numbers out of thin air that make no sense. Example below in [[[ ]]]:
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“”"Dec 21 is exactly 18 days away from Dec 3. The Catholic Church is solely responsible for those dates
and the significance of the numbers hidden within. You see if I asked you how many pyramids exist at
Giza the quick answer is 9 [[[I thought there was 3 pyramids]]]. 9 plus 3 equals 12 [[[where did the othe 6
come from?]]], or 12/12/12 [[[lost again]]]. However, if I asked you how many sixes you could create
from the Pyramids at Giza the answer changes to 6, 6, 6 [[[no idea where this came from]]], when added
together equals 18, then when you add 18 to Dec 3 you get Dec 21, 2012. Now lets break down what the
Catholic Church did on purpose.

3/12/12 equals 144 [[[sorry don't see it please explain]]]. All the numbers below equal very biblical and
world wide esoteric numbers.
12/12/12 equals 333 or 444. [[[I'm lost]]]
21/12/12 equals 744. [[[lost again don't understand your logic]]]

This is what makes reading you material difficult to follow, if you loose your subject in the first paragraph
what’s the point of continuing. I guarantee 99.99% of the folks left soon after your counting method made
no sense.

Best regards, Mike

Reply

Donna  70 September 2, 2011 at 2:21 am

I see what he did with the number thing in some places.

The 3/12/12 equals 144 from this _3_12_12 (dividing each number by 3)
_1_ 4_ 4

The 12/12/12 equals 444 from 12 divided by 3=4 (3 times…..444) (or 3 times by #4 is 333.

And the 21/12/12 equals 744 from 21 divided by 3=7, 12 divided by 3=4 (2X) =744

Not sure what is all means though….

Reply

hafsteinn halldorsson  71 July 23, 2011 at 5:23 am

A very good and Interesting article Charles.
I’ve always been fascinated by the pyramids and the stars and the mystique that surrounds them.Watching
the Northern lights and the stars back home in Iceland have been well spent evenings.
As I’m of the old school(53)and a seaman to boot,usually 3 months out,1 home,I’ve had little time or
patience to learn properly the use of the computer(as often we don’t have internet connections off the
African coast) and the library resources here on board are quite poor,and when I´m home I usually try to
spend as much time with my family as I possibly can.
As much as I would LOVE to run thru your mathematical calculations and figure it out by myself,I just
don’t have the resources or the time.
So,as I’m very curious by nature,would it be possible for you to send me your findings to my E-Mail?(I´m
at sea now).You can also throw in your assumptions about the future events.It can’t be any more wrong
than all the other predictions.I think yours would be the most interesting anyway.
My E-Mail is;hafhal99@gmail.com
P.s.
By the way-Great Work-keep at it
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Reply

Charles Marcello  72 July 21, 2011 at 9:08 pm

Hello Irishrose,

Regarding the night/day sky and the woman talked about in Revelations… look to September 28th 2011,
and you will see her with the Sun shining its radiance upon her with the Earth under her feet. Not to
mention all the other neat stuff that will happen on other Jewish Holidays between 2011 and 2012.

–Charles Marcello

Reply

irishrose  73 July 18, 2011 at 11:19 am

When I began reading I immediately went down the page to see if you wanted money.
Thank goodness you are not like the rest. I find the information very thought provoking and thus will go
through it again and again. Thank you for your time and effort. Just a thought, the stars foretold of the
comming of Jesus, I wonder if I did a search on the night skies for the next 5 years it may suggest a story
of the end times, though it will have to be over Israel.
The stars when he was born had Leo the lion and Virgo aligned with the moon under her feet and with
Jupiter. Makes for interesting topics.
Thank you once again

Reply

Charles Marcello  74 July 10, 2011 at 11:07 pm

Hello Jason Apoyan,

I believe I understand your point regarding Biblical scriptures… could it be the ‘Norway Spiral’ of Dec
2009 was prophecy being fulfilled? If you look upon a rolled up scroll from the top or bottom, does it not
look like a spiral? If we accept the Norway Spiral is prophecy fulfilled while the whole world marvelled
as an untested President received the Peace Prize for things he might do in the future, and then failed
miserably… could another prophecy be fast approaching…. when they profess peace and security sudden
destruction cometh…

The amount of information hidden in plain sight at Giza can be easily found when the world sees our
reality for what it is…3 Dimensional!!! The hidden science is unbelievable! Which suggests… if mankind
could achieve such understanding in our distant past… to predict mankind would do so again some time in
the future does not seem all the incredible. Especially seeing how we can only now unlock the Giza
science. What concerns me however are the other aspects of attributing future realities from past actions.
We know whoever built those pyramids are long lost… whether by war or God (universal) wrath is still
open for debate… what is not, is how humanity seems to follow biblical prophecy like prescribed robots
playing a sick revolving game of destruction and misery. While mankind purposely perverts the truth of
God while hiding the truth of our personal relationship with him and ourselves.

If mankind does not learn to love like God… some unknown future generation will prescribed laughable
anecdotes of our own time… while we the children of God (the universe) continue to destroy the truth, by
simply accepting the lies a small group of evil idiots force us to carry. If God (the universe) with all his/its
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wisdom is not pure love, then we are nothing but pawns to a powerful sick demi-god that humanity… over
time and much blood… continues to out grow… then we are destroyed.. for I shall never serve something
that hurts others simply because it can.

According to the Bible both the devil and Jesus are the morning star… while the morning star equals,
around the world and throughout time, the planet Venus. Why did our ancestors not question that simple
contradiction? Now our time is forced to answer… who is the king of this world, a man or all men? If we
are all kings then there are no kings because we are all subservant to all. Just like Giza is teaching. It takes
humanity to equal humanity. There is only one solar system that you and I can exist within at any
moment… only in one space per moment… and we can only personally interact with those in our limited
area of influence. A man can be known to the world, but only God truly knows the man. And that is the
dangerous game humanity has chained our revolving misery to. Yet that can change… we can stop our
time from becoming a dated mystery. Our time can become a beacon of light that will shine for 1000
prophetic years. Each of us are the temples created to honor God… we are not some mystery buried under
the sea or some desert. The truth of who we are is being revealed and fulfilled… we will either learn to
love each other as God loves us, or we will die! The Pyramids of Giza and those found around the world
are a testament to a worldwide society that chose the latter. Our time is not written in stone, if we break
the yoke placed upon on necks from birth and learn the truth… we are one… if we don’t then our time
will be marked in dust and stone as one half of prophecy demands. Mankind simply needs to choose, that
is what those middle eastern scriptures are screaming at us… continue as you are and die… or learn from
our tragic mistakes, (the other half of prophecy), and live. The time for us to choose is fast approaching.

–Charles Marcello

Reply

JASON APOYAN  75 October 29, 2011 at 9:14 am

HI charles marcello admire how much effort you put in the workings off giza at this world society
which we are connected some what through a school of thought some times changes place have
given your presentation a lot of thought you do seem that you are uplifted with the research of the
monuments at giza ill try to focus on that subject ^ those shining years that you mentioned always as
a catch when we delve into the future in a physical sense may be the balance can be found in
between the forces of light and dark and not so much with maths, if mistakes are made do you have
faith that they are corrected from student to teacher vice verse, the complexes that are put in place
stand to serve mankind through location there seems to be a moral code to live for,which has always
been the case here and far.

Reply

Jason apoyan  76 July 10, 2011 at 5:41 am

This could very well be the Judgement of nations at Giza complex if you create a thought form if the
energy at present goes that way,to be in control of reality some what VERY USEFULL at the moment so
choose your maker!!!!here are some words from middle east scriptures,The lord shall come forth out of
his place,and tread upon the high places of the earth,the heavens rolled together as a scroll,and further it
mentions,that this lord has dominion over all other nations and kings,so what went on there in our ancient
past,well the rest of the story is as good as you make.

Reply
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Charles Marcello  77 June 9, 2011 at 8:52 pm

Everyone has permission to do whatever they want with this information. This information doesn’t belong
to me… the discovery okay… everything else belongs to humanity. That’s why I’ve never asked for one
red cent… and usually don’t respond to people who aren’t proving they’re doing the work themselves. I
don’t like talking at people, I like having conversations.

Regarding Hawkins…

The answer is right there within light itself. Does light ever give off a radiation? That answer is confusing
if you accept light does not exist within our own reality. Which is pure nonsense, yet that is the stuff we
are told we must believe. Three dimensional mathematics, if people would simply do the work, it will
prove beyond any mathematical doubt the truth about light. Which in turn will teach humanity how to turn
light into unimaginable amounts of energy. The answer is hidden in plain sight within Hawkins formula,
you simply need to turn his answers into a three dimensional equation to see how.

–Charles Marcello

Reply

Saint  78 June 7, 2011 at 10:35 pm

…where does Hawkins Redshift point you?

Orion Nebula

My friends in Christ, the revelation upon us is, the rising of Lucifer and the Brightness of Glory of our
Father in Christ …causing darkness to perish. Lucifer knows his time is short, as with a man, the corrupt
host shall be sealed and fallen away forever. You are looking at the clock. 2012-2016 the new age time of
the new world order and last claim of Lucifer’s false dominion. This Giza Masonic Time falls in line with
the Anrichrist and the false peace with Israel and the nations. This is the time of the last generation, for the
occult and for the Saints of the Harvest. We shall see sudden destruction, as we are now, and the crisis that
quickly seals the new order. When we see this peace plan in the coming months, after the begining of
2012, after the crisis which calls all the nations to this prophetic order, have no doubt what time it is.

Reply

Martin Lasky  79 June 7, 2011 at 12:18 pm

Por favor nesecito que me aprueba el publicar su articulo sobre el 2012 y las Piramides en mi propio blog,
siempre haciendo referencia de donde lo he sacado y añadiendo el enlace de su blog.
Espero contestación a la mayor brevedad que usted pueda.

Afectuosamente:

Martin Lasky

Please approve need me to publish your article on the 2012 and the Pyramids on my own blog, always
referring to where I got it and adding the link to your blog.
I hope to answer as soon as you can.
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Sincerely:

Martin Lasky

Reply

Deceived_1  80 May 31, 2011 at 10:16 pm

All my life the sum total of recorded human history was compressed into a period of about 5,000 years.
How sad I felt when I discovered that human and possibly non-human history of this earth can go as far
back as 27,000 years or even more.
Between the indoctrination of religion and the directed misinformation of a public school education I was
both thoroughly disappointed and enlightened when I discovered the works of researchers like Mr.
Marcello. Disappointed only because of the lies and propaganda passed off by public schools as history.
I truly believe that no one knows who built the pyramids and when, and that the Egyptians integrated them
into their culture for thousands of years. It’s like the house you live in… you don’t know who built it or
when it was built, but you have made it distinctly yours throughout the years.
Mr. Marcello and researchers like him deserve your respect and not your barbs. If you really want to
criticize the existence of a truth, you can begin by explaining the concept of fractional banking that allows
for $14 trillion of debt when that much money has never been or ever will be printed. Then explain to me
just how much of that debt is nothing more than bits and bytes in cyberspace. Maybe then you can claim
the ability to criticize other researchers….doh!

Reply

Jason apoyan  81 May 31, 2011 at 5:00 am

Excelent info the numbers are as well, to be able to map the heavens this must be a shared mind set back
then in the time of construction and now in the time of learning again another cycle in time, the wondering
mind in the cycle of time.

Reply

Charles Marcello  82 May 29, 2011 at 4:58 pm

Hello Albert,

I guess I don’t understand your question. What is my point? Hmm, I guess I never thought it through that
far. I simply study what is there and then take whoever is interested to the door. I explain what you will
find if you walk through that door.
In the past, sometimes people saw exactly what I said they’d see, and at others times people didn’t see any
of it. And I’d be perplexed… So I’ve decided, stop telling people the whole story. Its their life let them
decide how far and how deep they want to travel. Give them the juicy parts yes, yet everything else is
there waiting for you, them… and myself… People simply need to decide what they’re going to do. If I
were to think about it any more, I’m pretty sure I would be somewhat almost positive that’s my point.

–Charles Marcello

Reply
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Albert  83 May 27, 2011 at 6:02 am

Charles –

What is your point?

Albert

Reply

Sujay  84 May 26, 2011 at 12:30 am

I read thru you research, impressive and i’m interested a lot. Can you please send me your research in
deatil about Pyramids. Thank you
Sujay.T

Reply

Charles Marcello's Sister  85 May 17, 2011 at 2:06 pm

PRICELESS

Reply

Frank  86 May 15, 2011 at 1:06 pm

After my own study for sixty odd years and reading many books on most of the above, the books that have
made most sense to me or at least put a direction towards worthwhile study have been those of Zacharia
Sitchin starting with “The 12Th Planet”. True answers if there are any will never be found by tearing to
pieces other researchers ideas or endeavours especially if you have not walked in there shoes — Going 80
and still looking

Reply

JTK  87 May 15, 2011 at 12:03 pm

The author is a liar. The claim to be skeptical is actually pseudoskepticism, designed to connect with the
truly skeptical in a deceptive manner. Someone who behaves in that manner shows they lack intellectual
integrity and honesty. Misrepresentations of fact, illogical nonsense, ridiculous claims, attempts to connect
with readers through dishonesty.

Garden variety crankery.

Reply

Charles Marcello  88 May 14, 2011 at 8:01 am
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WoW Joao,

You’re blaming me for a choice you made all by your adult self? Your ignorant statement aside, which part
or parts did you find full of BS? Seeing how you’re from Brazil, I’m guessing you are Catholic, yes?
Since you are a troll and because you’re a troll I’m guessing you are posting such immature stupidity is
my fault as well, right?

CM

Reply

HELEN PARKS  89 May 13, 2011 at 3:26 pm

Dear Charles
I have just deciphered the LOST MANUSCRIPT of CESAR de NOSTREDAME. The information for this
decoding came from the Hidden Texts.
In all the Quatrains there is no alignment MERCURY VENUS SATURN. However, you will be pleased to
know that there is one mention in the Hidden Texts, and quite an important mention. First I wish to take
you to task on your comment “It was … impossible for those who built the pyramids to know what …
calendar…” According to the forum I am still working on in the Hidden Texts which is to be titled
“STAGE GATE – STARGATE” – Nostradamus assures us that the pyramid (pyre: fire…mid: in the
middle) stands over (to be brief here) a stage gate.
For the inner details I did on my web site, a short forum “LOST THING” which is an introduction to it.
Google THE HIDDEN TEXTS of NOSTRADAMUS.
Any one using a stargate/stage gate (which is how Nostradamus seems to have received his information)
would have complete knowledge not only of what calendars which are being used in the future, but also
what language…and this is the reason the hidden texts have been supplied in the English language. The
date you provide is spot on. Shipton and Nostradamus give the date of St Lucy’s day: Dec 13. Allow for
the Greg. calendar, deduct 10 days and you get the factual date of December 3.
I also, have noticed that the dates the “gods” seem to choose relate to the Jewish Easter and towards the
“Christian” Christmas (in the Hidden Texts)
The other consistent date is that of June 6 – 10, mentioned in relation to the “GRAND PULSE”

5 32 2 Est abondant, sa ruine s’approche
IN COPPER (Mercury) ISHTAR (Venus) SATURN
SATAN URANITES CHOSE
PAPERS SET REED
AS U CHORE BOON
BEATS BOAST PROP
N ABANDON ~ STAR RUIN
Prophecise BEASTS ~ End Approaches
explanation
Is abundant, its ruin approaches
U is also Mistletoe day: December 23
URANITES: of the heavens
PAPERS: Sunday SET: Easter
REED: Celt decans Oct 28 – Nov 24
AS is god of the aettir. U means heavenly. Could also be USA CHORE – BOON
CHORE: Golden Host doing. BOON could be the Rapture
N are the Eridanians. Can also mean Mars and Celt Ash tree: Feb 18 – March 17
N is runic for “the need”. This could be interpreted very much as a planet cleansing
STAR RUIN: the worst case scenario of the poles shifting.
Back to the configuration of the pyramids:
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firstly, according to Herodotus, the Great Pyramid was already there when its supposed builder/s Cheops-
Khufu-Chefren-Khafre were constructing a CAUSEWAY that took ten years, and a tomb (sepulchre) “in
an island” nearby. Therefore neither of these kings built the pyramid.
According to Nostradamus the face on the sphinx is that of Hatshepsut. The “crowned” queen. The
“UNDER GIZA” clues were very important for the decoding of The Lost Manuscript. It all comes back to
the stage gate-stargate and who it was that placed it under the pyramid system. Most people seem to agree
with the idea of the position of the pyramids replicating Orion’s Belt, and so does Nostradamus in the
forum on the Stage Gate.
I agree with both ideas,yours and Nostradamus, since they belong to each other.
Thus supplying:
a) who the “gods” were and where they came from
b) fortifying their message and their warning – for those capable of seeing it (you, Charles and Graham
Hancock and Bauval)
c) a message Nostradamus is also trying to send us via the Hidden Texts and surprisingly also present in
both his Letter to Cesar and in his Epistle to Henri.
For further details feel free to email me and I will send the work I have so far done but not yet published
on my site…at hiddentext@live.com.au. Helen Parks

Reply

Ab Asaff  90 May 13, 2011 at 1:28 pm

Bible, Shimble or should I say psyco Bible babble. Anyone who puts together prolific information and
then refers to the Bible to back up his case can hardly be taken seriously thus puting his information in
deep jeprody. The Bible, though it holds some wisdom, holds alot more of old Jewish cultural stories that
were fabricated or at best some truths that were distorted beyond belief. Certainly an educated rational
person devulging Esoteric information can find a more reliable source to back up his claims.

You know, I once parted the waters in a lake behind my house, but unfortunately there was no one there to
verify it for me at the time, so you will have to take my word on it. I swear on the Bible it is true. Praise
the Lord.

A. Asaff

Reply

Ms. Baffled  91 May 7, 2011 at 11:00 pm

You do realize that normal, everyday people visit this site? People that attended public schools, and
community college, or didnt get to go to college at all? I have a family, a home, and a job to take care of.
Its a rare treat for me to even have time to visit World Mysteries and read the articles. I come to this site to
further my knowledge and understanding of our world, by reading articles written by people that had the
opportunities and education to research these things. I agree with Ron Expeth in his last post, he summed
up my thoughts perfectly, and said it much better than I could have.

Reply

Mark  92 May 7, 2011 at 2:52 pm

This is the most interesting thing I’ve ever read on the net. Certainly worthy of further investigation.
While the math can be proved at times I’m not certain of exactly what you are trying to explain by it or
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what the data points to. So just tell us instead of treating us like children that are pupils in a class that you
are teaching. Just lay it all out, explain every detail. Also, as you seem to be a student of the bible and you
seem to think that it fits in with all this I have a question for you. At a time of great suffering I actually
turned to christianity for help. So I studied the bible which caused me to reject it. The part that proved that
it was merely mythology to me was when Moses went up on the mount to recieve the 10 commandments.
When he and god looked down from the mount and saw that the people were worshipping the golden calf,
god got angry and said he would wipe out these people and raise a new group of people for Moses to lead,
and Moses talked him out of it by remaining calm and explained to god why he shouldn’t do such a thing.
Obviously, a mere mortal shouldn’t be able to use superior reasoning and remain more level headed than
the supposed creator of the universe in a situation that would cause anger. Is there any significants to that
epsiode that would pertain to your theory? Thanks the post and once again, lay out your whole theory.
While it may seem extremely clear to you what all the data means, others of us may need some
explaination for it.

Reply

Charles Marcello  93 May 6, 2011 at 1:48 pm

Hello again Ron,

I will be away from my computer until sometime next week or weekend. I am creating this response from
my phone.

I understand and appreciate your frustration, however I’m not asking you and everyone else to study so as
to glorify myself.

Let me ask a hypothetical question… if you had two types of knowledge, one brings peace and the other
total destruction… and both answers are found within the same sources… which of them would you want
the world to learn first?

There is a method to this madness… and some things are going to remain unknown within this blog. So as
not to take away from the visual majesty beauty of Dec 3, 2012… which is the main focus, while hinting
towards there is more to find. I will be explaining how Egyptian and Mayans/Aztec cultures unlock truths
hidden in plain sight within our world, when I’m back in front of my computer next week. The numbers
both above and below this post… if you listen… will completely amaze, and possibly upset you. Until
then, please listen to Graham Hancock and Maurice Cotterell’s videos on YouTube. That certainly won’t
take you years to do and will help you understand.

–Charles Marcello

Reply

Ron Expeth  94 May 5, 2011 at 4:23 pm

Hello Charles,

Thank you for the additional information which is all very interesting. However, I’m still not sure what
your point is!

Your writing style leaves a lot to be desired, but that is understandable as you are obviously very excited
about something and desperate to get it out. Unfortunately you are not making a very good job of it. No
offense intended, but I’m sure you’ll agree that we readers of this website spend our valuable time on here
in the hope of finding some enlightenment, not to be baffled with apparently meaningless information.
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Gary Udovich made the following very sensible point –

“the job of the researcher is to enlighten his audience (not confuse them) with his understanding of the
material …you should (therefore) guide us through your paths of research, showing how these lines of
inquiry both connect and have relevance.”

The section on the planetary alignment was excellent. It was clear, intelligently thought out and well
presented. It was also valuable new information that other researchers appear to have missed – so well
done for that.

However, the rest of your article is more of a rant or a ramble, jumping from one subject to another with
no direction, no linking thread and, sadly, no obvious point.

I’m afraid that giving us lots of numbers, without explaining their relevance is just frustrating. Telling us
to compare numbers with the Bible, or Pagan lore, or Mason mythology is just bad writing. How do you
expect anyone to do that? It would take years – many, many years! That’s the job of researchers, not the
general public – they have much more trivial things to do.

Very best regards,

Reply

Ab Asaff  95 May 4, 2011 at 1:33 pm

Pyramids here, pyramids there, pyramids damn near everywhere. While dealing with numbers and various
celestial alignments is profound and intriguing, it does not clearly and percisely explain why Pyramids
around the world were built and used for. The ancients understood and employed a spiritual scientific
knowldge lost to us and constructed those structures for a number of reasons.

One of the main reasons the pyramids at Giza and others around the world were constructed was to isolate
earth energy, (they are all built on conjunction of ley lines) and force the energy up to its apex so as to
integrate with star energy flowing down from the heavens. ie., Egyptians aligned with the stars of Orion’s
belt, The Mayans aligned their’s with The Pleadias. The shamanic purpose was to use the combined
energy for initiates seeking sacred universal knowldge to experience diffrent dimensions via out of body
experience and become living Gods or Buddhas if you will. Even though the edifice now not properly
fuctioning as it was meant to, I can tell you first hand that the energy inside the granite box in the centre of
the great pyramid of Giza is so intense that after lying in it for only four minutes casued me to quickly
leave the structure as I was to black out from over-radiation.

Past that, pyramid energy was used for healing the physcial and meta-physcial aspects of humans, for
storing wheat and wheat seeds etc., for energy transfer to benefit their society, for alcamey purposes, for
astonomical calculations and various calenders including astological ages, for stabilizing the wobble of the
planet after the last flood threw it off kilter and more….

Personally, I am not convinced that the ancients necessarly had future human generations in mind as one
of their priorties. They, like many other ancient enlightend culutures built them for their own purposes. As
for the 2012 scernio, you know, it is a precession marker that astologically identifies the end of the old
astrological precessional calender and beginning of the new, starting with the golden age of Aquaris. Will
anything spectacular happen on 12/21/2012, probably not, but then again who really knows, the world is
so uncertain and moving so fast these days that I am inclined to eat my dessert before my meal. If 2012
was meant to be a wake up call, who and how many then are waking up in such illusionary uncertain
times. Certainly not the ones with greed and the power.

Concerning the advancing new age of Aquaris, I would not bet that the world or even the all enlightened
ones will be catapulted into a heavenly place after the turn of 2012. The world as a whole must still endure
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the hangover and passing of past collective human negative Karama that has been built over at least the
past 2160 years. Ever heard you got to go through hell to get to heaven, well hold on to your Yamakas, I
fear the future will be a rough ride. The best one can do is keep awake, expect the unexpected and hope
for the best.

Reply

Charles Marcello  96 May 3, 2011 at 11:37 pm

Hello Ron,

What is being asked of you is not being done because I believe the world is going to end. The greatest
threat man has ever faced is man. The reason I’m asking people like you to research the simple aspects of
this discovery is… so you will know whether its true or not instead of just having an opinion with zero
knowledge . Ridiculous I know… I realize people are so anti-2012 they over look the obvious. Those
pictures and the math do not lie.

Lets look at some of those numbers. Even though the date is Dec 3, 2012. The date has to start as one.

1 days*24hrs*60minutes equals 1,440 * 60 seconds equals 86,400… those numbers are huge, monster…
they mimic our Sun. 144,000, 432,000 and 864,000. Quick question: Did anyone accurately give the Sun’s
dimensions before the creation of the telescope?

Now three, nine and eighteen days.

3 days*24hours*60minutes equals 4320 * 60seconds equals. 259,200

9 days*24hours *60 minutes equals 12,960 * 60 seconds equals 777,600

18days*24hours*60minutes equals 25,920 * 60seconds equals 1,555,200

If you go off of ancient calendar 360 days to equal a year… you start to see the truth hidden inside the
above numbers… not to mention they also demanded Mars took 720 Earth days to equal one year. In our
day that has changed, but those monuments were not created in our day, so it is our job to stop being so
conceited… we seriously need to shut up and listen.

But why 3, 9 and 18… let alone 27 and 216? All of those numbers are found within the Pyramids of
Giza… but here’s were it gets cool. 144,000 and 666 can be found all over the world… ALL OVER THE
WORLD! The question is WHY??? Well lets listen!

The Numbers broken down with some information as to what todays science says they could mean.

144,000 * 6 = 864,000 (Sun circumference) — 144 * 6 = 864

144,000 / 6 = 24,000 (Simple Earths circumference) — 144 / 6 = 24

24, 000 / 6 = 4,000 (Simple Earth Center from circumference)— 24 / 6 = 4

4,000 / 6 = 666.66 — 4 / 6 = .666

144,000 * 36 = 5,184,000 — 144 * 36 = 5,184 (Mayan full Sun Cycle.)

144,000 / 36 = 4000 — 144 / 36 = 4

24,000 / 36 = 666.66 — 24 / 36 = .666
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4,000 / 36 = 111.11 — 4 / 36 = .111

144,000 * 216 = 31,104,000 — 144 * 216 = 31,104 (1/6 speed of light.)

144,000 / 216 = 666.66 — 144 / 216 = .666

24, 000 / 216 = 111.11 — 24 / 216 = .111

4,000 / 216 = 18.5185 — 4 / 216 = .0185185

144,000 * 666 = 95,904,000 — 144 * 666 = 95,904

144,000 / 666 = 216.216 — 144 / 666 = .216

24,000 * 666 = 15,984,000 — 24 * 666 = 15,984

24,000 / 666 = 36.036 — 24 / 666 = .0360

4,000 * 666 = 2,664,000 — 4 * 666 = 2,664

4000 / 666 = 6.006 — 4 / 666 = .006006

666 * 6 = 3,996

666 / 6 = 111

666 * 36 = 23,976

666 / 36 = 18.5 (speed of the earth)

666 * 216 = 143,856

666 / 216 = 3.083

6*6*6 = 216*432,000 equals 93,312,000.

Not to mention massive pyramids are found all over the world, and if you pay attention, they seem to be in
a regular order, instead of a irregular disorder… some of those pyramids are as big as a mountain, and
some only just found within the last ten years. Not to mention major ancient earth marks that demand
major cities existed at one time in South Africa, which were bigger then Mexico City. Not to mention
monolithic structures that are fifty feet or more under sea water, which demands they had to have been
built during the last ice age or sometime before 12 thousand years ago, which demands progression of
knowledge… Again, these numbers are just the beginning. Then the question becomes why pyramids.
There are all kinds of theories… my favorite. Because they can survive under water, under sand, under
tons of dirt and trees. Not to mention they also help deflect extreme winds. For me it makes perfect sense
if you wanted to make sure you could pass a message forward.

With all of that being said. I look at Dec 3, 2012 as a celebration.

We are talking about an event that hasn’t happened in over 27,000 years as seen from Egypt. Egypt needs
to grab this truth and run with this all the way to the bank. Their country can make billions, billions!!! It
will give their people something to focus on other then how horrible things were, are, or could be in the
future. This is a gift from the Gods being handed to them on a silver platter. LETS PARTY!!! You know
the place and the time of day… one hour before Sunrise… We’ve all partied until the Sun comes up… yet
on that day it will be to an extremely rare solar event. Even if the world is gonna end, lets PARTY any
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damn way! Tell the gods we aint afraid of no death, you can have my spirit but you can’t have my
Budweiser… But hey, that’s just me…

Seriously… I’m asking you to research because the more you do, the more you know, the more you know
the more you understand just how cool this date actually is.

–Charles Marcello

Reply

Ron Expeth  97 May 3, 2011 at 5:18 pm

If the pyramids and other ancient monuments were built thousands of years ago specifically to warn us of
an impending catastrophy in 2012 then all that great work has been wasted because here we all are just
months away from the potential event but without a clue about what to expect next!!

Even worse, some people say they have solved the puzzle but instead of telling us, they want us to go and
waste our remaining time scouring the internet to find out the answer ourselves.

Can anyone else see how ridiculous all this sounds?

Reply

Charles Marcello  98 May 3, 2011 at 7:07 am

Hello B,

There are many levels to this discovery, many! Those pictures above are there to get your attention. To
make the whole world relook at old thoughts about our truly ancient past. Your first post did in fact ask the
right questions. The question now becomes, using the information above, do you know how to go about
answering those questions? I realize everyone wants everything in one giant, “here ya go” post… that’s
only because you don’t know how far and how deep this really goes. Please look at other ancient sites
around the world, compare their placements. This journey has only just begun… I’m positive I’ve only
solved a very small piece of this puzzle.

Here is the very first poem I wrote at eighteen, they’re words I live by… its called;

FREEDOM

if you listen and believe everything you hear, you won’t learn anything.
if you listen and don’t believe everything you hear, you are doomed to fail.
but, if you listen and think about everything you hear, only then are you free to use your own mind.

–Charles Marcello

Reply

Charles Marcello  99 January 29, 2012 at 3:54 am

In my opening blog I mentioned Feb 4, 2012 as day to watch… I have a running hypotheses if there
is an active religious cult preparing to venerate Dec 3, 2012, then according to esoteric experts they
must follow certain ancient religious doctrine… if any of it is true then we should see something
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physical, political, or economical happen, or the process begin somehow on Feb 4, plus or minus
twenty-four hours.

As an added bonus for the month of February… last year I had a dream warning me about 155 days
and an earthquake. I told my wife about the dream an she suggested I mark our calendar and see
what happens. Well I forgot all about it, and several days after the day to watch had passed I noticed
the calendar, and dismissed the whole thing as another crazy dream. Well I’ve just learned of a 188
day cycle where people demand 4 times in a row now an earthquake 7.0 or higher has struck
somewhere in world exactly 188 days apart (plus or minus 24hrs) and the next 188 day cycle could
happen on March 22, 2012. So now I’m wondering if that dream was trying to explain the cycle has
now changed or will change sometime in the future to a 155 day cycle. Thereby shortening this
current cycle of destruction by 33 days. IF… the cycle has changed then the days to watch are Feb
18 thru the 20, with the exact date being Feb 19… March 22 minus 33 days equals February 19.

Now I’m not asking anyone to believe in any of this, for I too am extremely skeptical… however, if
Feb 4 comes (plus or minus 24hrs) and no crazy physical, political, or economic news happens, and
then if nothing happens on second possible date in June then this hypotheses can be thrown away
forever. And if nothing happens this February 19 yet the 188 day cycle still continues… well I guess
I will have to see if the cycle shortens sometime in the future by 33 days. Yet if nothing happens Feb
19 or March 22 (plus or minus 24hrs), then perhaps Dec 3 2012 is nothing more then an interesting
kawinkadink… and all of my dreams equal nothing more then my subconscious trying to catalog all
that I’ve read, watched and or listened to over the last several years… one things for certain
however, I’m about to find out one way or another. And I figured I might as well bring you people
along for the ride.

–Charles Marcello

Reply

B  100 May 2, 2011 at 1:49 pm

If you get the chance to see the progression then do check it out – these are all in-line Jupiter, Mars, Sun,
Moon, Mercury, Venus and Saturn and Spica (of Libra) between 3rd and 21 st of December 2012. The
Moon actually progresses outwards..from Saturn to between Venus and then between Mercury and then
the Sun..then Mars on the other side..and finally towards Jupiter..like a snake windings it way path 
Good to see 

Reply

B  101 May 2, 2011 at 12:29 pm

Another Aspect of the Star Alignment would be logically Venus, Mercury and Saturn..have these ever
been in this order before? The size of the planets according to the size of the actual pyramid being
conform one another?

Reply

B  102 May 2, 2011 at 12:24 pm

I find it interesting to use the Pyramids and the local planets to align all three on that specific time line.
However, am thinking if the pyramids are the centre of the belt..where on Earth are the other places in the
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star scheme? Is it a city, a town a place of interest? Does it point towards something else?? Something
hidden..or lesser know to date. Surely just by looking at the belt is not everything..you have to look at the
whole system of Orion and then reflect on its bearings.
Secondly if the Mayans had such knowledge, then surely some place on Earth there would be alignments
also – South America, The Orient..Asia..Australia..places where ancient civilisations were found..there is a
connection to each..though find them and reflecting back on them is so to see a daunting task.

Reply

Gary Udovich  103 May 1, 2011 at 6:18 pm

Mr. Charles Marcello,
It is always gratifying to find another researcher
who offers more insight about the purpose of the pyramids
of Giza. Your findings of the planetary alignments within
the Giza complex are most fascinating.
But…
The job of the researcher is to enlighten his
audience with his understanding of the material being
reviewed, since many, like myself, are not familiar with
the intricacies of the materials you have enumerated
(or how they interconnect).
So…
Please do not chide us about our lack of knowledge
in all areas of these arcane studies. Instead, you should
guide us through your paths of research, showing how
these lines of inquiry both connect and have relevance.
You seem to have developed a hypothesis about
how all these informational lines intersect with meaning,
but do not give the key – that is – understanding why
these are important.
I am sure there will be geophysical ramifications
with the galactic alignment (as has been recently
demonstrated in the news), but to what extent will have
to be seen.
You seem to say that it was possible that earlier
cultures not only had knowledge of the solar system
(with a deep understanding of celestial mechanics,
and geodesic knowledge to align these sites), but that
they tried to “push forward” this information to our
time to try to warn us of possible negative consequences
relating to this time frame.
Interesting…
I shall count on you to enlighten me further,
since frankly I haven’t the time nor the ability to dedicate
the necessary study of these aspects further. I also doubt
I would bring to the endeavor your dedication or
enlightened insight you seem to bring to the subject.
So…
Get off your ass and start writing..!
With Sincerest Regards,
Gary Udovich

Reply
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Alex Anastasiadis  104 May 1, 2011 at 8:16 pm

Besides the end, this is a good point and I think this speaks
to many of us.
Many do and will appreciate all your work.
As a friend ,Alex Anastasiadis.

Reply

Ogmios  105 May 1, 2011 at 1:14 pm

D-le Negureanu,va rog frumos nu mai mintiti si manipulati lumea,anul 2012 va fi un an foarte normal si
nu se va intampla nimic din ce prorociti si incercati sa induceti oamenilor.
Dumneavoastra si ceilalti masoni trebuie sa intelegeti ca veti trasi la raspundere pentru tot ce induceti si
propagati in media scrisa si vorbita.

Reply

Meli Anna  106 May 1, 2011 at 1:02 pm

Very interesting. Compleate. well studied and well documented.
thank you so so much for your work and for charing.
My soul really turst for realness. Thanks

ps. I would like to excuse my fellow human here who seems to be so jealous!

Reply

Alex Anastasiadis  107 May 1, 2011 at 12:54 pm

Dear Charles,
God bless you for what you do and for what you search
Keep looking upward. It is the only way.
Don’t pay attention, don’t even listen what others say.
You work for many, as well as for your self.And we thank you for that.
Keep looking and help us look too.
We all going to SEE what it is True very soon anyway.
A friend, Alex Anastasiadis.

Reply

Charles Marcello  108 May 1, 2011 at 11:40 am

I truly didn’t expect the last two responses. I’m giving everything away for free. You don’t have to pay me
to learn this information or a publisher or an agent, nor have I created a website where I make money off
of the traffic… all of this is being done on purpose… I give all of this to you and the world for free. I’m
not asking for notoriety, fame, or wealth. I simply wish for the whole world to learn of this information.
I’ve said on other websites, and now on this one… If claiming this information for yourself is what it will
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take for you to share this wonderful discovery with the world, then so be it. The only thing I ask is for
people to do the work themselves, so that way you know its true instead of someone telling its true. That’s
called Freedom… By the way… my last response was a open letter to the wonderful people here at World-
Mysteries.Com, to those who have responded thus far and a dedication to the people of Egypt. While at
the same time asking the reader to share this information and to learn more. I guess my ego knows no
bounds.

–Charles Marcello

Reply

Mr. Los  109 December 5, 2011 at 10:46 am

i respect that

Reply

dragosh  110 May 1, 2011 at 4:39 am

the beggining of the comment:

“Charles Marcello 7 April 30, 2011 at 12:32 am
Hello Everyone this is Charles Marcello.”

the end of article:

“Sincerely,

–Charles Marcello”

you put your name for 2 times in a comment…ohhh man, you just love hearing you talking  , that tells
me a lot (excuse my english)

Reply

Mr. Los  111 December 5, 2011 at 10:44 am

notice how it is proper english wow i dont even write like that but dont hate on person for being
educated lol u funny taking the time to talk smak instead of read u wont to talk crap go to myspace
or something

Reply

Jame  112 April 30, 2011 at 2:52 pm

Your ego is huge.

Reply
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Charles Marcello  113 April 30, 2011 at 12:32 am

Hello Everyone this is Charles Marcello.

First, I want to thank everyone at World-Mysteries for being dedicated to giving their readers and the
world as much information as they can regarding ancient mysteries. What many of you may not know, the
staff at World-Mysteries is responsible for researching and posting every picture within this blog. All I did
was explain what they would find if they compared Dec 3, 2012 to the Pyramids of Giza. I did not give
them any hints on how to go about finding the mathematical solutions. Science demands in order for
something to be true, others must be able to replicate the results. The pictures provided within this blog
proves anyone who is willing to start this journey will in fact see exactly what our truly ancient ancestors
purposely left behind. And more is to come!

Second, please understand I’m not trying to yell at anyone. The choice of opening your mind to this
discovery is completely up to you. I try extremely hard not to force my discoveries onto anyone. However,
I am trying to stress how important it is that people share this information, and if they are so inclined, that
they begin this journey as soon as possible.
At the time of this post, there are only 19 months left before an extremely rare planetary convergence that
matches the Pyramid Layout of Giza takes place on Dec 3, 2012. This is an event that hasn’t been seen
and won’t be seen again in almost 1000 generations. That is massively huge and 99.99999 percent of the
world has no idea this is about to take place in the very near future.
I realize in our world of TV’s, computers, video games, and all of us screaming at our microwaves to
hurry up, almost none of us takes the time to look up any more. Yet thousands of years ago our truly
ancient ancestors created a monument so fantastic, in the coming weeks as more is revealed, I guarantee
its going to change the way you view history and our world. This blog and those pictures are there to
simply get your attention. To hopefully inspire you to dig deeper towards greater understanding and
appreciation towards the level of complexity our truly ancient ancestors purposely created into those
marvelous monuments, so as to preserve and pass their advanced knowledge forward in time. My sincere
hope is after understanding those pictures were created by researchers other then myself… that it will
inspire you to look at those Pyramids with a brand new appreciation. As of my last communication with
the wonderful people here at World-Mysteries they are working at testing more of my conclusions. There
will be more exciting information to come.

Also, I am dedicating the first part of this discovery to the Nation and to all the people of Egypt. I am
asking for your help… if you know of any one of Egyptian decent I ask that you please send them a link to
this blog, or send them one of those pictures researched and published by the dedicated folks here at
World-Mysteries for the benefit of all their readers and the world.

Sincerely,

–Charles Marcello

Reply

Ron O. Cook  114 April 29, 2011 at 4:07 pm

Manuel Vega, every human has a different criterion due to the individual makeup of each person
consumed by the complexity of chaos and order. Our minds are not unlike a holographic plate ergo in a
multidimensional configuration. I would surmise that there is a consensus of some kind but I have always
found in “My” experience of some years, that one can scream at the top of their lungs a truth or whisper to
their inner mentality just about any statement, and for one to mark skepticism on any utterance is an
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individual choice. I tend to evaluate and analyze the gestalt makeup of all feedback no matter what it
might be. That’s just me.

Reply

Manuel Vega  115 April 28, 2011 at 3:37 pm

The louder one yells to know the truth, the more I tend to be skeptical. It would help a more mature,
digested and less emotional exposition. Once commented on the formal aspect of this post, I would say
that to relate the architecture of ancient monuments to the cycles of the sky is a very valid approach, and
one that can provide us with many answers to their mysteries.

Reply

Mr. Los  116 December 5, 2011 at 10:37 am

do u not look to the past for answers to ur now or future. now think about what is said. most people
in this day in age only see things one sided yes even the smartest. thats only beacuse thety are trying
to prove a point yes even u.if one steps bck and looks at all we come to see that all is not very
diffrent but infact intertwine to tell a more alabrate story one that has may never been told. take
scince religon mythical with evrything else u herd at it come to b one big same story. in fact its
when u take the time to do this that u may find the answer that u never expected. notice the
pyramids u c 3d when in fact it also has a botton. never look at things one sided even so member
there is a top and bottom to all

Reply

Lisa Crumley  117 April 28, 2011 at 10:51 am

Allan Let’s hear your point of the conversation Im very interested in hearing what you have to say!

This story is amazing & I really enjoyed reading it Thank you Charles is sounds like you need to take Mr
Allan to another level of understanding!

Oh & Charles stop sounding so teacher like I think there on to ya! Hysterical

Reply

Tawnia Jensen  118 May 4, 2011 at 7:29 pm

I agree with you, Lisa! Charles you are very gifted & I am glad to hear of your insight on this
subject! Keep us informed, please! 

Reply

Ron O. Cook  119 April 27, 2011 at 12:27 pm
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You sound like a teacher and I know whereof you speak if you are a teacher. The point of the above is to
give us a point of departure in order to contemplate the possible and impossible. I request that all realize
that anything is good if it brings us eventually to the truth of our being here in Time/Space. We need to
reclaim our former knowledge. By the by, I am a former educator and administrator on the university level
and that really means absolutely nothing when one considers the objective — to build off the possible.
Hang tough and think of the potential.

Reply

Allan Tan  120 April 27, 2011 at 9:20 am

Too dry and disorganised for most readers…..would be better if there were more focus, and a summary of
the main points!

Reply

Ron O. Cook  121 April 27, 2011 at 7:49 am

The pyramids and most of their temple complexes were created long ago during a period of between
12,900 years ago and within the years that the comet went into orbit and fragmented into parts that rained
down periodically over another 3,000 years. During that time humanity scrambled to survive the first
impacts that destroyed a very advanced civilization of genetic specialists and scientists via tsunamis and
earthquakes spanning on to the periodic raining down of the orbital fragments that saw a final catastrophe
of vast flooding of the earth. In those years humanity dwindled down to a few million beings scattered
remotely around the Earth and a few spots of highly advanced collectives who established the Pyramids
and other great sites around the planet. Those who remain now live in and near Area 51. In the meantime,
we go about our silly little lives not realizing just how vast the universe is and just how wonderful
existence is in this projected Moire Arena. Humans have forgotten their primary Mission. Pity.
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